
Parish Survey Results 
St. Joseph, Ferndale 

February & March 2022 

82 Surveys Completed 

76 plus
29%

61–75
39%

46–60
24%

31–45
5%

16–30
2%

Age Range Surveys

Under 16 0

16 – 30 2

31 – 45 4

46 – 60 20

61 – 75 32

76 plus 24

Female
56% Male

27%

Jointly with Spouse
17%

Gender Surveys

Jointly with Spouse 14

Male 22

Female 45

*1 survey did not indicate gender

Ages of survey respondents

Genders of survey respondents
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Mass Attendance of survey respondents

More than weekly

Every Week

Almost every week

Once or twice a month

A few times a year

Never or rarely

0 10 20 30 40 50

1

2

3

20

43

12

I don't know
1%

Not registered
2%

Registered
96%

Widow
12%

Divorced or separated
11%

Married or remarried
74%

Single never married
2%

Marital Status Parish Registration
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Ministry Involvement of survey respondents

None

One

Two – Four

Five or more

Volunteer intermittently

0 6 12 18 24 30

14

1

24

22

19

Have you attended Adult Religious Education 

here in last 5 years?

Yes
38%

No
62%
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Parish Overall

Sense of community

Mass and liturgies in general

Vision provided by parish leaders

Efforts to educate parishioners in the faith

Encouragement to share your time, talent, 

and treasure with the parish

Outreach to and advocacy for those in need or distress

Evangelization

Poor Fair Good Excellent
No Opinion /


Blank

Q9 - Please evaluate the following aspects of parish life

Parish Overall

Poor 2

Fair 16

Good 53

Excellent 11

Excellent
13%

Good
65%

Fair
20%

Poor
2%

Sense of community

Poor 2

Fair 21

Good 40

Excellent 17

Excellent
21%

Good
50%

Fair
26%

Poor
3%

Mass and liturgies in general

Poor 6

Fair 13

Good 42

Excellent 20

Excellent
25%

Good
52%

Fair
16%

Poor
7%

0

2

1

10

8

6

16

21

 1
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Vision provided by parish leaders

Poor 14

Fair 25

Good 24

Excellent 9

Excellent
13%

Good
33%

Fair
35%

Poor
19%

Efforts to educate parishioners in 
the faith

Poor 12

Fair 26

Good 26

Excellent 10

Excellent
14%

Good
35% Fair

35%

Poor
16%

Encouragement to share your time, 
talent, and treasure with the parish

Poor 9

Fair 20

Good 35

Excellent 12

Excellent
16%

Good
46%

Fair
26%

Poor
12%

Outreach to and advocacy for those 
in need or distress

Poor 10

Fair 20

Good 26

Excellent 10

Excellent
15%

Good
39%

Fair
30%

Poor
15%

Evangelization

Poor 14

Fair 24

Good 18

Excellent 5

Excellent
8%

Good
30%

Fair
39%

Poor
23%

 2

Q9 continued - Please evaluate the following aspects of parish life 



Q9 Comments Summary

Please evaluate the following aspects of parish life

Unmodified, word-for-word comments appear in the Appendix 

[13 mentions] Love this parish / Feels like home

[10 mentions] Covid affected our community

[4 mentions] Difficult to understand father over speaker system

[3 mentions] Improve religious eduction programs

[2 mentions] Father too soft spoken over mic (understandable one-on-one)

[2 mentions] Welcoming priest

[2 mentions] Mass is too long

[2 mentions] I sometimes feel invisible / people don’t know me / not part of community

[2 mentions] Improve activating volunteers

[2 mentions] Improve communication about outreach program

- Improve Evangelization

- Many special collections

- Improve communication on parish finances

- Homilies too long

- Bring back coffee hour

- Improve parish communication

- Parish doesn’t feel like home yet

- Feels church should not follow state mandates

- It bothers me when people don’t dress reverently for Mass

- It’s terrible most Catholics don’t believe in the real presence

- Bring back coffee hour

- I feel encouraged to attend church activities

- Accept all people into our parish as Jesus did

- Parish should do community projects that are visible to community

- Bulletin repeats same information

- Mission churches left out

- Bring back youth groups

- Improve outreach

- Better communicate religious/moral values

- Parents need support of the church

- Have outreach ministry reach the elderly / shut in

- Priests deserve more respect

- Bring back social events

- Pastor’s leadership is lacking, seems overworked

- Continue offering daily mass 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Q10 Comments Summary

Please evaluate the following persons and programs

Unmodified, word-for-word comments appear in the Appendix 

[13 mentions] Covid has affected programs

[8 mentions] Improve youth ministry

[5 mentions] Improve adult education

[5 mentions] Personnel under qualified

[4 mentions] Office staff great / hardworking

[3 mentions] Improve communication

[2 mentions] Poor leadership

[2 mentions] Need quality programs (day retreats, guest speakers, adoration)

[2 mentions] Need children’s ministry

- Programs stalled or failing

- Improve bulletin

- No strategic plan

- Bring back coffee hour

- People need to feel welcome and valued

- More social / fellowship events 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Q11 continued - Please evaluate parish ministry and service to the following groups 
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Q11 continued - Please evaluate parish ministry and service to the following groups 



Q11 Comments Summary

Please evaluate parish ministry and service to the following groups

Unmodified, word-for-word comments appear in the Appendix 

[9 mentions] Covid has affected parish ministry

[4 mentions] Father / Users are very welcoming

[3 mentions] No activities for youth or young adults

[3 mentions] Start a hospitality ministry - A person right there inside the doors that recognizes 
new people, welcomes them, and if they're not practicing Catholics, gives them a guide to

the Mass or offers to sit with them and answer questions. Get their number. Invite them back.

[2 mentions] Priest needs to invited and support volunteers

- Offer a marriage retreat

- Bulletin is lacking

- Father is outstanding

- Need better ministry in all age groups

- More parishioner volunteers needed for ministry in divorce, being single, grief, etc

- Understaffed for meaningful ministry

- Parishioners tired or unwilling to volunteer

- Need a youth minister

- Need Sunday school during Mass

- Guilds and Knights are appreciated but unsupported by leadership

- No one notices or cares when people stop attending

- More emphasis on evangelization

- Improve speaker system 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Q12 Comments Summary

Please evaluate those areas for the Masses you regularly attend

Unmodified, word-for-word comments appear in the Appendix 

[14 mentions] Poor sound system / Father difficult to understand

[6 mentions] Excellent music

[5 mentions] Homilies are scripture studies / not practical application to life or current issues

[4 mentions] Start a choir 

[4 mentions] Greeters / father are welcoming

[3 mentions] Some music mediocre or songs unfamiliar

[3 mentions] Pianist is outstanding

[3 mentions] Lectors are well-prepared and prayerful

[3 mentions] Father’s speech pattern often loses the ends of words

[2 mentions] Offer an earlier Sunday mass

- Some greeters need training

- Make announcements from ambo

- Bring back coffee hour

- Recommend no singing during communion

- Music is sometimes too loud

- Don’t sing protestant songs

- Families with young children do not feel welcome by glares of some

- Offer Sunday evening youth mass

- Pastor should address congregation from ambo as it is easier to hear/understand

- Repainting the green beams to white or cream would improve the aesthetics of the church, 

but is very difficult work!

- Online streaming is always freezing, very poor

- Develop the music program 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Q13 continued - Please evaluate the parish efforts to:



Q13 Comments Summary

Please evaluate the parish efforts to:

Unmodified, word-for-word comments appear in the Appendix 

[5 mentions] Covid affect these efforts / makes assessment difficult 

[4 mentions] Need stronger faith formation

[3 mentions] Need more Catholic social teaching

[2 mentions] Parish cares and makes members feel welcome

[2 mentions] Not enough volunteers

[2 mentions] Improve communication. Consider flocknote or other modern tool.

- Display Divine Mercy Jesus in church

- Priest should personally invite parishioners to volunteer

- Volunteers need their suggestions seriously considered

- We need a better sense of community

- Host a ministry fair

- Parish’s Facebook page displayed anti-vaccination propaganda

- Don’t cower to social pressure
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Q14 continued - What priority do you give the following in the parish



Q14 Comments Summary

What priority do you give the following in the parish?

Unmodified, word-for-word comments appear in the Appendix 

[7 mentions] Youth ministry is most important

[4 mentions] Need more volunteers to make these priorities happen

[3 mentions] Faith formation is most important

[3 mentions] Support families with small children

[2 mentions] Jesus Day Camp is a successful program

[2 mentions] Restart coffee hour

[2 mentions] Need young adult program that makes them on fire for Jesus & the catholic faith

[2 mentions] Increase opportunities for adult faith formation

- 3 and 4 year olds should be taught by parents, with support materials

- "Jesus" teachings fine for all kids if done in the context of childcare during Mass. 

- Helping the needy should be done in conjunction with community-based and other 

denominational churches

- Consider partnering/sharing resources with the other Catholic parishes in the county

- Passing down faith is most important

- Have ministry handouts in the bulletin

- Bring people back with social and engaging activities

- Youth group should not follow protestant model. Separate boys and girls.

- Restart rosary before mass

- Increase focus on eucharist and solemnity of the mass

- Re-engage parishioners who have fallen away

- Restart outreach to the poor program

- Increase opportunities for prayer and devotion

- Reach out to homebound and poor

- Mission trips to Shaw Island are life changing
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Q15 continued - How much do the following attract you to the Parish?



Q15 Comments Summary

How much do the following attract you to the Parish?

Unmodified, word-for-word comments appear in the Appendix 

[4 mentions] The people

[3 mentions] Father Thumbi

[3 mentions] Varied opportunities to be active in the parish

[2 mentions] Authentic Catholic teaching

[2 mentions] Location

[2 mentions] Commitment to social justice

- All the gray heads in the parish nowadays tend to be more rigid, more conservative/

traditional

- Value tradition but balance with social gospel action

- Youth ministry used to be vibrant but isn’t anymore

- Provide leadership, spiritual and social activities

- Opportunity for spiritual growth

- Restart coffee hour

- Offer a newcomers gathering

- Speaking the truth of Jesus’s message

- Warm welcome

- Beauty of the church

- Feeling like I belong

- Feel like home

- A parish that educates and inspires parishioners to be the body of Christ in the world

- Good music
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Q16 continued - How likely are you to do the following in the next year?



Q16 Comments Summary

How likely are you to do the following in the next year?

Unmodified, word-for-word comments appear in the Appendix 

 

[2 mentions] I am focusing on the music ministry

[2 mentions] I want to grow in faith

[2 mentions] More personal prayer

- Want to volunteer outside the church

- Want to volunteer but have not been personally invited by the priest.

- Need more volunteers, especially to minister to families and young adults

- I want to be more involved

- I wouldn’t invite someone to the parish because we can’t understand the priest and homilies 

are not relatable to daily living

- Because of sexual abuse schedule I am ashamed to ask people to join the Catholic Church

- I feel uncomfortable inviting people to mass because it is confusing to them and 

uncomfortable telling them they can’t receive holy communion.

- I love to have bible studies or videos about our faith

- Would like to join a prayer group

- Increased giving to charity

- Church appears to be failing

- Attend Mass once a week

- I want the one true faith taught

- We will lead liturgical environment ministry

- The pandemic was a blessing and my faith grew more during it than at any other time

- Fr. Mike’s bible in a year podcast is tremendous
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Q17 continued - Please respond to the following about Parish life: 



Q17 Comments Summary

Please respond to the following about Parish life:

Unmodified, word-for-word comments appear in the Appendix 

- My faith journey has become more private and individual compared to earlier in life

- Need better communication about long range financial planing such as new roof or sound 

system

- I am concerned about parish finances

- Emphasize stewardship

- Good singing matters

- Church should host groups such as AA

- Get more volunteers

- We love the community but many seem to be leaving due to failing leadership

- Parish life is satisfying

- Wants authentic Catholicism taught in bible study

- Bulletin finances do not say how money is spent

- Fundraising project not well publicized

- I would like to volunteer one I have more time

- I would like to see more young people volunteer

- Parish life should be deeply meaningful to all parishioners

- I will volunteer more now that I’m retired

- I would prefer not to wear masks

- I loved working in outreach

- We need to use our building facility more

- Reminders that I am behind on my pledge is insulting

- Need to involved the kids in parish life

- Social gatherings are important

- The church is beautiful and a source of the eucharist

- I feel comfortable here after 12 years 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Q18 Summary

What need or program should the parish focus on in the next 1– 3 years?

Unmodified, word-for-word responses appear in the Appendix 

[21 mentions] Youth Faith formation

[13 mentions] Adult Faith formation

[9 mentions] Improve community

[6 mentions] Outreach to inactive Catholics

[5 mentions] Improve sound system

[5 mentions] Support families

[2 mentions] Restart social gatherings

[3 mentions] Improve finances

[3 mentions] Invite young adults to be active in parish life

[2 mentions] Improve leadership

[2 mentions] As a parish being involved in Ferndale community as a way to do God’s work and 
also evangelize through action and word

- Improve security

- Balance emphasis of eucharist with listening and responding to the holy spirit

- Explore joining with other parishes for outreach to the poor

- Rebuild committees

- Rebuild guilds

- Increase opportunities to volunteer

- Improve transparency

- Help the homeless

- Begin men’s bible study

- Develop overall strategic plan to invite and support volunteers to ministry programs for all 

ages

- Improve access to sacraments

- Offer more mass options

- No more masks

- Ministry to singles and divorced Catholics

- Return to pre-Vatican 2 teachings

- Offer youth mass

- Offer children studies at 10:30am mass

- Offer mass in the extraordinary form

- Improve communication

- Restart project outreach to the poor

- Use facilities for year-round outreach

- Be aware of the needs of elderly parishioners

- Start a welcoming committee

- Improve music program especially gearing it to young adults

- Go back to the Bible
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Q19 Summary

The Pandemic has had some adverse effect to our parish life in many ways, 
what suggestions do you have to help overcome any issues that you have found 
during this time?

Unmodified, word-for-word responses appear in the Appendix 

[11 mentions] Restart coffee hour / pancake breakfasts

[6 mentions] We need to be tolerant of each others opinions / not let pandemic divide us

[6 mentions] Provide opportunities for fellowship

[5 mentions] Provide a save space

[5 mentions] Help fearful parishioners know that it’s OK to come back to Mass

[5 mentions] Get back to normal

[3 mentions] Encourage people to volunteer

[3 mentions] Resist government oppression of religion

[2 mentions] I don’t mind wearing masks

[2 mentions] Send a weekly email instead of or in addition to bulletin that would go to all 
members whether they attend Mass or not. This allows us to reach more people.

- Make livestream Mass not stop / stutter

- Church is handling restrictions well

- Don’t require masks

- Say rosary before Sunday Mass

- Welcome back volunteers

- Encourage young people to volunteer

- Teach real presence of Jesus in the Eucharist

- Start with small groups across all ages

- Collaborate with neighboring churches

- Consider permanently dropping sign of peace and holding hands during Our Father

- Thankful for online / TV Mass when couldn’t go in person

- Continue dialogue and communication

- Keep praying

- Provide a sign up to visit the homebound

- Upset that Fr. Wolnick was reported to Archdiocese

- When parishioners are not allowed to sing, say or chant “Lord have Mercy” and “Gloria”

- Restart reception from the chalice (consider intinction)

- Start a choir

- Do not gossip about Priests

- Disappointed about Seattle Archdiocese handling of pandemic

- Welcome with open arms those who drift back to Mass

- Offer the Precious Blood in single serving cups or another sanitary option for receiving the 

blood

- Do what is best for parish even if it against what the Bishop says

- Restart adult faith formation

- Vaccinate 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Q20 Summary

What aspects of the Universal Church teachings or practices concern you? 
What would you like to see?

Unmodified, word-for-word responses appear in the Appendix 

[9 mentions] Pope and bishops should be more clear in his messages around hot topics such 
as LGBT

[6 mentions] Church teachings are excellent / no concerns

[5 mentions] Allow priests to marry

[4 mentions] Allow female priests

[3 mentions] Church’s teaching and practices on divorce need to be updated

[3 mentions] Focus on Bible and Magisterium

[3 mentions] Church is too political and it divides us

[2 mentions] Avoid politics like climate change and teach that we should care for creation 
because God made it

[2 mentions] Sex scandals have damaged the church

[2 mentions] Pope is too Marxist

[2 mentions] Teach divisive issues in a loving way. Offer help. Be proactive. Bring the lost, 
home.

[2 mentions] Some birth control methods should be considered if they do not end the life of a 
conceived baby

- Archbishop should visit local parishes more often

- Pope should meet with world church leaders more often

- Address priest shortage

- Nullify doctrine of infallibility

- Redirect teaching on moral issues (birth control, divorce, etc) to teaching what Jesus taught

- Less top down structure, more synodal

- Don’t let critical race theory (CRT), wokeness, cancel culture, and socialism permeate our 

schools and church

- Focus less on Mary and more on Jesus

- Reinforce that every person is precious

- Increase ecumenism

- Be more outspoken about the value of life (conception to natural death)

- The young are falling away from Mass, they are not asked to be involved

- Feels the church is getting away from our core values

- Sacraments are out of reach for many (confession times inconvenient, baptism and marriage 

locked behind classes)

- Pope should not condone the vaccine

- Keep marriage between a man and a woman

- Make Catholic education available and affordable

- Offer more Masses in the extraordinary form

- Stop pursuing social justice goals that promote communism

- Expand churches definition of family 

- Practice less rigidity and more forgiveness and love

- More help for clergy

- Include religious eduction as part of every Mass

- Update technology in churches so video can be shown

- Make the perpetrators of sexual abuse pay victims, not the parishioners 

- Relate readings to our daily lives

- Celebrate traditions

- Church needs to be more inclusive 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Q21 Summary

Does the authority of the Church seem appropriate in today's world?

Unmodified, word-for-word responses appear in the Appendix 

[31 mentions] Yes

[7 mentions] No

[3 mentions] Sometimes yes, sometimes no

[3 mentions] Church’s authority should extend only to God’s teachings, not to political issues.

[2 mentions] Church should not send mixed messages

- Needs to be more outspoken

- Nullify doctrine of infallibility, be humble, reclaim our voice as a moral authority

- The world needs the church to act and speak with authority

- Improve religious eduction

- Authority must have integrity

- Church must own up to past mistakes

- We need stability

- Church authority is buckling under peer pressure

- Church has given its authority over to the government

- Leadership is too faithless and feminize to be effective

- Need reasonable strong guidelines in today’s lax morality

- Leadership does not understand average household living

- We need guidance, not authority

- Pope should not share personal political thoughts

- The pope telling us to take vaccines is inappropriate

- Church authority should extend from God’s intentions for us

- Church as lost its authority as modernism rises worldwide
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Q22 Summary

How do you perceive the Church's teachings in Morality?

Unmodified, word-for-word responses appear in the Appendix 

[11 mentions] Good, if followed

[7 mentions] Church is too tentative about moral teachings

[3 mentions] I’m confused what they are

[3 mentions] I agree with teachings

[3 mentions] Good, but hypocritical when it comes to clergy

[2 mentions] Too quick to condemn or judge

[2 mentions] OK

[2 mentions] Outdated

[2 mentions] Weakening

- Need stronger stance on abortion

- Too much division in the church.

- Some people within the church are trying to upend the Bible and magisterium

- Church scandals were not handled in a Catholic way

- Include weak and sinful rather than casting them out

- Church is becoming moral compass once again

- Need to support Catholic high schoolers and young adults

- Some church teachings are hard, but there for a reason

- Some teachings are absolute, like abortion, but why deny the eucharist to the faithful that 

have been divorced, sometimes due to abuse.

- Church has a homosexual issue inside the clergy

- Need a youth group to counteract the LGBQ exposures kids get through TV

- Young people are falling away because of the teachings

- Do not compromise on teaching, even to create a welcoming environment

- Doesn’t go far enough. Treat your neighbor as yourself

- Need adult faith formation

- Need solidarity in Christ and with each other

- Teaching need to follow bible not political or worldly trends

- Need to do better loving those who are different from us

- Abortion focus should highlight adoption first and access to health care, housing and food
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Q23 Summary

What should the Church do to help deal with the limited amount of available 
priests?

Unmodified, word-for-word responses appear in the Appendix 

[17 mentions] Allow priests to marry

[9 mentions] Ordain women priests

[6 mentions] Ordain more deacons

[6 mentions] Promote going into the priesthood

[5 mentions] Give more responsibility to deacons

[5 mentions] Pray for vocations

[5 mentions] Expanded role for laity

[3 mentions] Lay administration of parishes

[3 mentions] Evangelize our youth / youth outreach

[2 mentions] Do not allow women priests

[2 mentions] Focus on children and parents

- Optional celibacy

- Allow married deacons to become priests

- Shorten seminary for priests and deacons

- Relax entry requirements

- Rely on foreign missionaries 

- Lean more on retired priests

- If the faith is strengthened, priests will follow

- Look back at history and see what attracted men to the priesthood

- Increase faith formation

- Help priests to have time off and regenerate

- Enrollment harmed by sex scandals

- Allow priests to serve a set number of years then exit the priesthood

- Lighten workload on priests

- Eliminate homosexualism from seminaries

- Build more Catholic high schools
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Q24 Summary

What is your perception of parish finances?

Unmodified, word-for-word responses appear in the Appendix 

[24 mentions] Finances are bad / terrible

[10 mentions] I don’t know

[7 mentions] Get information from bulletin

[5 mentions] Room for improvement

[4 mentions] Finances are fine / good

[3 mentions] Too many requests for contributions

[2 mentions] Can sell property if we need to

[2 mentions] Need more transparency

[2 mentions] Archdiocese needs to let up on our obligations so we can recover

St. Joseph is careful with its offerings

- If people gave electronically, it would be steadier income

- It is great we do not have debt right now

- Need education on tithing

- Lay administer should be in charge of finances

- I give what I can

- People need to come back to church to help with finances

- Encourage people to give what they can

- Don’t talk about finances during mass 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Appendix 
Unmodified, word-for-word comments and responses


Q9 Please evaluate the following aspects of parish life (parish overall, community, liturgy, 
vision of leaders, faith formation, sacrificial giving, outreach, evangelization) 

"Almost all scoring reflects impact of pandemic. Definitely not "normal conditions”. Can't evaluate Outreach to needy - no 
published info from Outreach - collection, expenditures, to whom (categorical), for what etc.  Most "evangelization" comes from 
ArchD - rather minimal. Re time/talent/treasure: Lots and lots of special collections; hardly any info re parish operating budget/
finances/expenditures or needs. Could do better soliciting volunteers for time and talent."


Covid has destroyed any sense of community we once had. New people remain strangers without any parish activities. Our 
Knights used to have so many great events that brought us together and that’s gone. We’ve lost parishioners who didn’t come 
because of fear of Covid, they found that staying home Sunday mornings was pretty nice and won’t be back. Then, if they do 
come, they have to sit through a very long homily that they can’t understand. Fr Thumbi is a nice guy, he means well, but I can’t 
understand him! One on one, no problem. I get every word. But, from the pulpit no way.


Sound system is very old so hard to hear Father’s homilies. Uninformed about outreach program so rated it low. Not sure about 
evangelization efforts within the church, only personal.


"I would like coffee hour again.  We feel like a family but have no way to visit.  We need to encourage more people to volunteer, 
people need to be asked to help. The sound speakers needs to be replaced.  We need speakers in more places that just in front--
there are dead spaces where it is extremely difficult to hear."


Religious  education programs don't exist.  Parish does not employ any of the proper digital platforms.


I dont have enough experience to know the parish that well, not having lived in this area that long.    When I answered "Fair" it was 
my first impression.   Perhaps NA would have been more appropriate.


"Rated Fair regarding Evangelization and Liturgy due to the following: Liturgy (Sunday Homily) while preparation maybe good the 
deliverance is consistently Poor.  This church audio problem occurs due not to church audio system but the soft-spoken parish 
priest who has trouble with pronunciation,  but more importantly his refusal to use the podium and microphone in an  appropriate 
manner to be heard.”


with covid restrictions and being new to the parish has been difficult. we have had a few people we have gotten to know,but it 
dose'nt seem to feel like home yet


I have not been in the parish long enough to know the answers when I answered "Fair".  Perhaps because of covid I should have 
answered "No opinion".  My responses are only first impressions.


came to the area 43 years ago and came to St Joseph church at that time and always have felt very welcome.  I have made many 
friends here and just love this parish.


"i moved here about 4 years ago to be close to my sisters as my husband was very ill  . I came from a very small parish on the East 
side and was afraid coming to a very large parish would be hard, but  people were very kind and I felt at home.  I really like St. 
Josephs” "Very little transparency where the money is going for outreach, how much is in the account and who is in charge of 
outreach.  Need to see an itemized account of where the weekly contributions go semi annually.”


Very welcoming community and Priest


Hard to be involved at this time with COVID
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"New to this parish and due to Covid no opportunities have been available to join or volunteer as of yet.  My ‘no opinion’ means I 
don’t know the answer bring a new member and no committee activity because of Covid. I’m eager to join and volunteer and will 
sign up soon .”


Parish life is not much to speak of anymore since the pandemic.  The willingness of the church to follow the ridiculous mandates of 
the state and abandon its responsibilities to minister to the people is very disheartening.  The great parishioners and friends we 
have made over the years is the only thing that keeps us returning to St Joseph.   If you want to improve, you need to quit catering 
to the state and return to ministry, fellowship and preaching truth from the pulpit.


church I grew up in as a little girl and later got married and bring my child now too. very wonderful place, just hope masks can go 
away its very hard to breathe and focus on the mass and I'm hoping we can open up a 30 min mass for families because young 
children and babies don't have a long attention span. Thank you.


It’s been comforting to come and feel a part of a family. People are easy to talk with. The lack of reverence is not good. That comes 
from the top down. Women coming to mass in leggings with their backsides on display is gross. Flip flops and shorts are not any 
better. People think it does not matter how you dress to come before the God of the universe...really. Would they dress this way if 
going to see some dignitary? I don't think so. Also,this is suppose to be a Catholic parish, not an evangelical gathering. The music 
is all about me, we and us. Some of the music is borderline heretical/heretical, such as Amazing Grace. Christ is suppose to be the 
center; not us. Much of the adult education material have been awful. I am sorry, but Bishop Barron is not a good teacher. He is 
"Hollywood." And I am sorry, but Hell does exist, people do go there, and we do not have a reasonable hope that all men are 
saved! Our Blessed Mother would not agree with that nor would our dear Lord Jesus. With the amazing writing of so many great 
saints, why do we insist on dumbing people down and not teaching them the beauty and truth of the faith? Why no talk of sin and 
Hell along side heaven and forgiveness? They go hand in hand. Jesus talked of Hell more than Heaven, because most people go 
to Hell. That come from His lips and His mothers lips. I really do not care what any wicked Bishop leading people astray says. My 
goodness, we are given Lenten reading from Joseph Bernadine...seriously.  Do people really not know anything about him? I am 
sorry, but I converted to the Catholic faith after much prayer and volumes of reading. I fell in love with the true Church, not the 
goofy facsimile presented to me during RCIA. Confession was glossed over as not a big deal.I was denied confession before 
coming into the Church. I was given a conditional Baptism. What in the world was the pastor thinking? I know I am not 
accountable for that, but may God have mercy on that priests soul. Social Justice, I mean, Socialism, was the only thing that was 
emphasized. We were constantly being told that is is okay to be a Protestant, as it is not a big deal to God. YES IT IS! You know, 
willful ignorance and invincible ignorance are two very different things. Very few people are invincibly ignorant according to the 
Churches standards. The lack of genuine charity toward people in the parish is heartbreaking. I know it is due to a lack of formation 
in the faith. People do not have any idea what the Church teaches and why.  You do not want to just tell people is fine. You need 
explain why things are sinful and that sin offends God and Why.  People do not even realize that many things they are doing are 
sinful. They haven't been told. Catholics believe gay "marriage" is fine, Homosexuality is not a sin, contraception and fornication 
are cool. Transgenderism is no big deal. This is beyond awful. These poor souls are hurling towards Hell, and no one cares. I LOVE 
the Church. It is such an amazing gift to us. I feel so very sad for what has happened to the Church in the west. I know that neither 
I or anyone else deserves great priests or Bishops. If we get them it is a gift. We have been given the priests, bishops, and pope 
we deserve due to our laziness and lack of love for Christ. I am also very angry about not being able to attend Mass or receive any 
sacraments for 2 years. My poor grandchildren were denied their first communions and as a result they will probably never receive 
that sacrament. Their mother, another convert, is done with the Church at this point. So many people have left the Church during 
this "pandemic" and most will never return, all because of cowardice. I think by far the most awful thing is that most Catholics do 
not believe in the real presence. No wonder God has allowed the sacraments, especially the blessed sacrament to be withheld 
from us for so long.  I know this may seem harsh, but I have been holding this in for a long time. I will keep praying for the parish 
and father. I know that father is bound by obedience to his bishop.


"Bring back coffee and donuts.  It provided a strong sense of family within the parish. The parish should promote and support  
Catholic Daughters as they do Knights of Columbus. “


Not pleased with Covid response. 


I felt welcomed in this parish from the first day and that was 20 years ago.  I have become more involved in this parish than any 
other I have belonged to.


"We moved to Saint Jospeh in August of 2020 during the Great Pandemic.  As such, our experience has been limited to the 
Sunday liturgies, a couple of KofC breakfasts, and helping with the environment.  In addition, we helped with music ministry and 
registering people who attended mass in the early days of the pandemic. So far everyone has been very warm, welcoming & 
friendly.”


You are always encouraged to attend activities by church members


St. Joesph's has always been a friendly parish.  I feel welcomed.
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I have met some of the people in the parish, but only because I made the first move.  I met the person sitting next to me when I 
first joined the parish 17 years ago, and then I met her friends.  I joined the Outreach program back in 2006 and met others that 
way.  The only door greeters I have ever met are Greg and Joe - because they actually talked to me and introduced themselves.  
The others just say hi - they recognize my face by now, I think, but they have no idea who I am.  I sometimes feel I am invisible 
since I generally do not get contacted when a specific activity is underway, very few people actually know my name - only a 
handful have made the effort to even find out - and so far I have not been contacted by anyone about this synod process.  During 
the pandemic, I did not feel as if  had any idea what our parish was up to - turns out, I was not on the email list and therefore I did 
not receive what few emails were sent to the other parishioners.  I had to call Susan when I heard from my friend and Susan put 
me on "the list".  Why wasn't  I there to start with?  I am registered, donate monthly and have worked in Outreach for over 14 
years.  Baffling to me.  I know I can reach out to folks but that is not always easy when you are the new person and I finally just 
gave up.


Some of my answers are effected by the last two years of Covid restrictions


I love this parish, and i do think that there are more opportunities for growth. When i visit other parishes I see more opportunities 
for social justice and community involvement. I also would like to see us accept all people into our church regardless of their life 
and choices as Jesus did. To welcome all even though I know as a church we have rules however we need to love as Jesus did. I 
think it is great when we as a community can do service projects for the community that they may see what we do and may be 
interested. Like garbage pick up day or help with a race in town or visit a prison. Also i have seen other parishes find out what our 
community needs help with and one day a yr the whole parish gets involved in helping others with yards, homes, 
loneliness,laughter and esp our elderly or maybe families with disabilities. helping people who have mental health problems in our 
community. who have been raped, abused, demeaned etc... So many valuable things to do. Thank you


Mass is too lengthy especially for little ones. Father Thumbi is very difficult to understand as his voice is too soft


St. Joseph Church and the two Mission Churches operate independently of each other.  This was not the case in the past where 
each parish joined in organizing events at that particular parish (e.g., the Parish Mission).  This has led to lack of community and 
sharing of talents among the NW Corner Catholic Community.  The bulletin largely repeats the same information week after week - 
it is not used as an instructional tool.  The bulletin, and programs, service St. Joe's.  The Missions are left out.


I see the parish for those that are involved to always be friendly, open to discussion and enjoy mass and the time we have together.  
However, since COVID began we seemed to have lost the sense of community by removing the obligation of mass, essentially 
enabling parishioners to stay home and watch the livestream.  Even after saying it's time to come back and bringing back the 
obligation, many people still stay home and watch, or stopped coming to mass altogether.  We also stopped doing youth groups 
and I think that drove some of our youth away as well.


I love the parrisheners, their attitude and love of God is very visible.Enjoyed the fellowship us ladies shared as a member of St. 
Judes guild. The church has changed. I do not see the younger generation at Mass as it used too be.


I now live in assisted living and do not drive anymore.


outreach work and ecumenical efforts poor


"Religious and moral values need to be talked about and encouraged in families and youth.  Our culture ignores moral values as a 
standard to live by. Parents are afraid to parent. Children tell parents, parents don't tell children. Faith and Church are not an option 
in our homes, God tells us to raise our children to know, love and obey him. Parents and children need the support of the their 
Church Family. One area of outreach being overlooked is the elderly and shut in. Even our youth can be involved in visiting them. 
Many young children and the elderly would benefit from time spent together. Children could learn about respecting the elderly and 
seeing them as a value to our lives. Our Priests deserve more respect, our Hierachy does not support our priests. The Pope, 
Archbishops etc. cater to public pressure and media. State and Church are supposed to be separate. Our current President is an 
embarrassment and a disgrace to human moral values. Our Church has every right to stand up and tell parishioners when 
something or someone is wrong. We will answer to God for our cowardly refusal to follow the commands of God, no matter how 
much we are criticized for it. That being said, our Priest's should be held accountable to a higher standard while still realizing they 
are human. When a Priest criticizes another Priest or turns parish members away from their priest, that needs to be addressed. 
When a Priest shows ungodly behavior, they imply that behavior is acceptable, and lead God's children to sin and moral damnation 
along with thier own soul.”


We need to get our social events back.


I feel our parish is very welcoming. That being said it is sad to me that there are not a lot of families and young people. I also wish 
our younger parishioners would get more involved in the activities in the church. I really enjoy seeing Father Thumbi walk around 
before mass and after welcoming and greeting parishishoners.


"Would like to see more adult education offerings such as the Bible study I'm involved in now about Revelations.
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Always felt like I wasn't part of the church community even though I taught CCD for years. I noticed that is changing as we come 
out of Covid so that is wonderful to see."


Good people go to this parish and care deeply about it. We should focus on welcoming newcomers.


I think that we are stuck because there isn't enough participation in the programs that we have done, so then it makes it feel "not 
worth it" to put on more - like children's liturgy for example. Only so much of the degeneration of our parish life can be attributed to 
Covid.  Our pastor's leadership has been lacking all along.  It appears he is either overworked or unwilling to step up to the task.  A 
second priest would be a tremendous help.  To run this parish with only one priest is a very difficult situation.  I believe the Bishop 
could do much more to alleviate this problem.


What a difficult time to send out this questionnaire just coming off Covid, when so many of services were not being offered.


Prior to moving to California for three years followed by two years of COVID restrictions: I participated as a Lecture and attended 
adult faith formation classes.


Poor because for Mass, Liturgies, most people that sit from the middle to the back of the Church can't hear


Zero attendance with covid. When pandemic over will return.


Having mass on daily especially  on Saturday morning .Thank you and God bless us all


Q10 Please evaluate the following persons and programs (pastor, office staff, religious 
ed, youth ministry, adult faith formation, social activities) 

"Pastor seems to be in a "maintenance" mode, trying to respond to pandemic issues, covering three dispersed parishes himself, 
no new initiatives. Social activities much depressed by pandemic. Lorena and Susan appear to be very hard working.”


Covid has certainly curtailed programs and affected the social needs of many parishioners.  The staff at St. Joseph’s does a really 
good job.  I’m sure they’re extremely busy with limited resources.  They are always warm and friendly.


My personal opinion is - the wrong people at the helm. We were barely getting by before Covid and now everything is a shambles. 
Any and all parish functions that were established to further fellowship had been canceled prior to Covid. The only parish get 
togethers we had were Coffee Hour and whatever the Knights provided. The parish itself had nothing. When Archbishop Murphy 
sent us Fr Tim Sauer, he told us he was sending his best. Is there another “best” somewhere out there?


"Leadership to the church community isn’t transparent and seems like during the biggest holy days of the year the leadership isn’t 
engaged for the full season. Lack of quality programs in the past and lack of any during the present time. Partially due to not 
having qualified personnel. "


"I would like to see more day retreats, Benediction, guest speakers.  Announce these events repeatedly in advance.

We need better and more timely communication from the office.  Not everyone has computer skills, people are hard of hearing and 
can't always hear announcements.  Announcements of upcoming events need to be advertised two and three weeks in advance 
and repeated several times. Communicate more openly with the parish what is going on, your hopes, dreams for the parish so we 
feel more involved.”


Really hard to evaluate because of Covid 


Staff seems to be disconnected from the parish.  The parish bulletin leaves a lot to be desired.  There is no bi-weekly electronic 
bulletin.


I dont know of Youth Ministry efforts, but I believe this should be first and foremost.


There is no Parish vision nor strategic plan  from existing parish Priest.  There is Poor Communication between Parish Priest and 
the church community as a whole as well as his two staff members, who at times are inattentive to the church volunteers and 
church members. The staff members tend to have their own hours of operation and are unqualified for their positions. They lack 
computer and book-keeping knowledge, and what is unfortunate is they don't seem to pursue the up-dating of these important 
office skills.


everyone has been welcoming and kind
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I only answered "Poor" for youth ministry because I believe that should be the most important aspect of parish life, but again, 
perhaps I have not been here long enough to evaluate. The virus impacted our church in a big way, but our family support was 
suffering before the last two years.  The youth leaders have been impacted by lack of interest of families who are committed to 
many activities, not in the church, with their families. We only have one staff member dedicated to our youth. We have not found a 
way to reach out to the families in our Catholic community with children and teens. 


Social activities normally very good but due to cover very poor for the last two years. We need to lift all Covid rules a long time 
ago.


"Parish has gone downhill for many years due to lack of willingness to invest in our youth (youth minister) , religious education, and 
our Families.  We have seen so many of our kids moving on to college life unprepared to defend or discuss their faith where they 
are heavily recruited by just about every evil force out there, and then we never see them in church again. There is no priest when 
they marry, and the faith is lost.  The unwillingness to speak the truth about our faith and how it relates to todays hot topics 
(abortion, homosexuality, premarital sex, chastity, purity sins of all kind etc) leaves them defenseless.  It seams that the church 
doesn't want to offend anyone, so it stands up to nothing.  This unwillingness to speak the truth and attempt to straddle the fence 
on issues (during homilies) also leaves adults and parents with a grey understanding of the church's teaching and gives us nothing 
to defend our faith with."


The interaction I’ve personally had with office personal has been great on different occasions.


I can only comment on what happened pre-pandemic. I covered most of that above. I will just keep praying for the parish and 
father. 


I have heard that the youth group activities are educational.  However they do not entertain. Nor do the kids look forward to 
attending.  It is more of a class than a youth group. 


Not pleased with Covid response


The staff has been wonderful in the times that we have interacted with them.  They have been friendly, helpful & responsive to any 
questions we have had.  We look forward to the resumption of Social Activities in the near future.  We have been very involved in 
the social life of the parishes where we have worshiped.


Because of the Covid virus a lot of youth activities had to be cancelled,but hope the classes will continue.


Covid has curtailed the social aspect of our parish but prior to this time there was many occasions to work together and promote 
the many groups within the parish.


These above ratings pertain to our recent Covid period. Prior to that they would have been one ratings higher.


Due to Covid it is understandable that socialization has been difficult….hopefully KofC will be able to have their Friday fish fries this 
year….this separation is hurting our elderly as Social hour was so important to them


Faith Formation position has, for many years, been a position in which the person is overwhelmed by the amount of responsibilities 
of the position.  The office position had very strong leadership, but that was years ago.


Many of these programs have been affected to some degree by pandemic restrictions.  Very hard to rate when nothing has 
happened for a while. I believe we need more offerings of bible study and group activities for adults, as well as bring back youth 
groups and help encourage young parishioners to form a community together and become stronger in faith.  Coffee hour is 
something we are working on bringing back, but after the loss of community because of COVID, without the coffee hour it is hard 
to bring back the community we once had and is driving people away.


leadership is lacking


Covid affects many aspects of our parish life today. Many programs have had to take a back seat due to gathering restrictions. 
Parishioners need to be active and participate in their church community. If we could make people feel welcome and valued they 
might get excited and participate more. It is not the Staffs or Priests fault if people don't participate, but if we offer more ways to 
be "Family" we might see a more unified body of our Parishioners and they might feel more comfortable getting involved and 
active. 


Lorena and Susan are helpful and friendly


I feel I need to get more involved and do not feel like I have the authority to evaluate programs when I haven’t been involved in 
them.  Our office and staff work very hard to provide these opportunities and I need to start participating more with my husband.
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Understandably the pandemic has impacted programs


"More adult classes please! As a "Cradle Catholic" I feel there is so much that I haven't learned and would love to know.

We need more social events. Even before Covid these were lacking. And if would be great for the teens to have Youth Group nights 
where the can hang out, play games, have snacks, and pray/learn about our faith. “


Challenging to rate given the Covid environment/situation that impact our lives.


Children's ministry is in shambles. No kids liturgy offered during Mass. No youth group. No grade school classes. We have the 
good news, but we need to teach it to the children.


"Our office staff don't seem very technologically qualified. They are very sweet, but I'm not sure how qualified. 

It is a terrible shame that we don't have a better youth program. 

There is no faith formation at all for any students that are not receiving a sacrament this year - which is really really sad. 

Without children's liturgy, my children are very bored during mass - which is not giving them a good impression of mass. Their 
impression of mass is to sit still and be quiet, and get through it without understanding any of it. (& I know, parents are the first 
teachers - and we do teach them, but it is just a negative experience for them, so rather than look forward to mass and be excited 
to go, they dread it. Which I fear is going to lead to them leaving the faith as soon as they can.)”


We really need true adult education, not just a facilitator showing a video.  Father Tim, when he was here, actually taught classes 
and they were full of parishioners eager to learn.  


Again, Covid has put a severe damper on the parish….


In addition to COVID restrictions, my husband had a kidney transplant, both of these have kept me from engaging more fully with 
the programs at St Joseph


Speak English!!!


Poor:  Adult faith formation is non-existent


Q11 Please evaluate parish ministry and service to the following groups (children, 
teens, young adults, adults, families, seniors…those grieving, inactive catholics, visitors, etc.)


"Information on activities or ministries comes primarily from bulletin. This is completely inadequate, especially compared to the 
nice "newsletters" I've seen done in other Catholic and Protestant churches. Introduction of visitors after Mass is time-consuming 
but I suppose welcoming and meaningful to some."


I'm still fairly new to the parish(full time since Sep 2020), so that's why I don't have an opinion about so many of the ministries.


"As am retired and elderly, as well as isolating due to Covid, thus have not had an opportunity to evaluate these different programs. 
Weekly attend Mass on TV. I will say Fr. Francis is outstanding!"


Need ministry in all age groups listed above such as small groups with church direction, community involvement. Seems like we 
don’t have ministries available for everyone in need. Need more people in our church involved in ministries that have been through 
similar situations such as divorce, being single, grief, etc., with Father’s guidance.


Father is excellent with the sick and dying.  He has a special gift in that area.


Again hard to evaluate because of covid


While Covid Virus has completely stopped many of the above activities, the activities began to slow down and in some cases 
completely eliminated even before Covid shutdown. This is due in large part to the prior parish priest as well as the present parish 
priest who did not directly invite and support existing  volunteers to assist with various ministries and church social events. 


Cove has no doubt impacted, and in some cases crimped many of the activities.  These are activities that I would not yet know 
about, but hope to learn about eventually.


"I believe that the issues that face our ministry and service are complex. We are lacking the personal to tackle the issues above. 
Our staff is minimal. The effort of one person is not enough to pull of several programs at once.

Our small church has always counted on volunteers to fulfill many of these needs. Our parishioners are tired or unwilling to devote 
energy to many of our preexisting programs."
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We need to hire a Good Youth Minister, also return to Sunday School during Mass on Sundays.


"Father welcomes everyone every week. the Ushers and Greeters are very welcoming upon entering! One distraction however is a 
gentleman who is always walking about the church during Mass. His movement takes me away from the sacrifice of the Mass."


Father always welcomes visitors and guests.


It is hard to critique something that is basically non-existent.  The activities lead by the Guilds and Knights are the exception to 
this.  Their work is appreciated so much, but yet it is disheartening to see this work wasted by lack of support from Church leaders.


very kind to all people. Don't know much about all the programs. 


You can just stop attending one day and no one even notices or cares


What activities are there for the youth and adults in their 20s?


"Our answers are limited in this regard due to the pandemic.”


Because I am over 65 I do not have any knowledge of information of the Youth programs.


As in the first batch of questions these answers reflect the recent period of Covid restrictions. Prior to that they would go up a 
notch.


if i put fair it is because i am not sure if we have an avenue for them.


We are losing our youth in the Catholic Church…need more stimulus and participation with younger children……why was Sunday 
School dropped as it was obvious that the children enjoyed it.


"Fair" at St. Joseph's.  These services are poor at St. Joachim and St. Anne, especially religious education for children, teens, 
young adults, and adults.  This was not the case in previous years.  Need to resurrect the "Parish Fair" in which all volunteer 
positions in the three parishes were listed and lay people were urged to share their time and talents.  The Pastor has to also play a 
key role in getting to know people and directing them to the ministry for which they are best suited.  The number one job of the 
Pastor and the parishioners should be evangelization. 


Have not been aware of any of the services for the 11 categories above since the pandemic.


The only thing that annoys me is the fact that 80% of the homily and Mass can not be understood. Father does not speak loud 
enough.


Many of these "poor" selections are affected by Covid for sure. But overall the Catholic Church could and should be a bright light 
to others outside the Church as well. 


It feels like nothing as been offered in the last about 2 years.


I'm not really knowledgable on the programs discussed here thus why "No opinion" -- once again, maybe this is due to Covid 
situation.


Sometimes people will try out a new church a single time. We have that one opportunity to bring that soul home, but do we even 
notice them in the back of the church? Having a hospitality ministry would be great. A person right there inside the doors that 
recognizes new people, welcomes them, and if they're not practicing Catholics, at least gives them a guide to the Mass. Offering to 
sit with them and answer questions would be great. Get their number. Call them in the week. Invite them back. 


"For visitors and guests, I think rather than having people stand and introduce, I think it would be better to have a welcome 
committee. The welcome committee could be at the back of the church and welcome people they don't recognize. Ask a little bit 
about them. If they are new to any catholic church could give them a guide to mass and offer to sit them by someone who can 
help them through it. Then After mass, those people could be at the back of the church to answer any questions people have. 
Father could encourage them to stay and ask questions about what they experienced, or if they are new to our parish be 
introduced. Many people are uncomfortable standing and drawing attention to themselves, and it doesn't truly accomplish much in 
terms of bringing them back to the church. But a personal conversation might. I think divorced people do not feel welcome in the 
Catholic Faith. I hope this is something that will be addressed through the Synod. Marriage retreats would be wonderful, it seems 
Father has done some, but only for specific groups or something."


We'll see, now that restrictions have been lifted things may improve.
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"I appreciate Father's acknowledgement of guests at Mass"


Q12 Please evaluate those areas for the Masses you regularly attend (hospitality, 
liturgical environment, music, homilies, mass schedule, sound system)


"Most greeters do a very good job. There are a couple who behave more like doormen, maybe could use training. Music ranges 
from excellent (pianist, cantors, hymn selection) to good. One new couple are good musicians/cantors, but seem to prefer their 
own kind of music, rather than the excellent selection usually chosen. re Homilies, Between Fr.'s British English accent, 
enunciation, the POOR sound system, and my hearing loss, very difficult to evaluate. He is a scripture scholar, and homilies tend to 
be very repititious as to the day's lectionary content just read; very little practical application or reference to current issues, but 
again, at times excellent scripture teachings. Mass sched best it can be given 3 parishes, and attempt to be equitable to Blaine 
and Lummi."


The sound system is 30 years old and needs replacing


An updated sound system would help the congregation hear and understand the homilies. Getting back to coffee hour is much 
needed for fellowship. People are congregated inside the church after mass to fellowship.


"I would like announcements from the pulpit before the end of Mass.  Father is not always heard or understood by the hard of 
hearing individuals. I would also like some period of quiet after Communion for prayer without music. Father's elevation at the 
Offertory and Consecration, Great Amen is inspiring.  I do wish I could hear some of his private prayers at the washing of the hands 
and before he receives Communion.”


I’d like to hear more about life experiences pertaining to the gospel rather than interpreting the gospel Sunday after Sunday 


While the homilies maybe well-prepared by parish priest, church members consistently complain about not being able to hear 
them not due to audio system as members can hear visiting priests, but the parish priest who does not make an effort to be 
understood and heard.


More Masses are good


Our Mass is frustrating because of the poor quality of the sound system. Father does have a lovely dialect that I believe most have 
adapted to, but the sound system makes it difficult, along with Father's speech pattern that loses the ends of words much of the 
time. 


wonderfull music makes mass feel so peaceful look forward to mass


"Sound system very poor. Homilies may be very good but due to sound system many of us are not able to hear or understand 
them. Music during Communion should be only piano or organ and no singing so congregation can focus on what they just 
received (The Body & Blood of Jesus).”


"Sometimes the music is too loud, compared to the speakers.  Piano is very loud and distracts from my ability to get in a prayerful 
state of mind before Mass starts. One concern with the music, OCP has a lot of Protestant songs! We should be singing only 
tradition Catholic hymns.”


Would love to have a earlier weekend mass offered at St. Joseph's 


Like new members being introduced after Mass and love the tradings!


The language barriers and poor sound system create a huge disconnect during mass.  The homilies are difficult to understand 
because of the sound and so lacking in how our faith relates to current issues and how we as Catholics should stand on certain 
issues.  We appreciate the ushers, lectors, musicians and others that work hard to provide a welcoming environment.


Again a 30 min mass for young families with young children and babies and a busy schedule would be amazing. I notice at Sunday 
mass, young families including my young family, we get glares when are children are making noises or if I see a toddler struggling 
to calm down people get upset, when we are doing are best.


There is always something that is uplifting.


This all based on pre-pandemic experiences


"Why can’t we have a choir?  
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Can we bring back the Sunday Evening youth mass?  With a more upbeat music. The youth could play drums and say the 
readings? "


I agree with guitars and dance like gestures during the Mass as it occurs from time to time; otherwise, the music is very good


"In general, we find the liturgies at Saint Jospeh to be excellent and engaging...for those who want to be at mass.  The welcome to 
those attending is warm and genuine, we appreciate Father welcoming parishioners as they enter the church, the ushers are kind, 
warm & helpful.  The church is well lighted, warm most of the time, and the environment is generally beautiful.  The sound system 
could be upgraded but in general is serviceable.  The Lectors seem to be well prepared & prayerful in their delivery.  At times, we 
would appreciate a touch more decorum in terms of dress. One area that I, Will, think could be improved in our liturgies is in music 
ministry.  Presently we use Cantor's as opposed to a choir.  Doing so limits the number of people who can participate in this 
ministry.  When people participate they, generally, are more engaged in the liturgy & in parish life.  In addition, a choir invites, to a 
greater degree, the full, conscious & active participation in the liturgy by the faithful.  The People sing the liturgy instead of being 
sung at by a Cantor.”


I feel that the sound system needs to be upgraded.  Those persons using should be coached on how to use the microphone 
{ readers, singers,}


"Homilies at Mass sometimes get too wrapped up in history of long ago and are not brought into current life situations so with all 
the names of people and places in ancient times, you get lost in the details and miss the point of the homily.  Examples need to be 
more in the now than in the times of the disciples and followers of Christ. Father has a tendency to drop his voice on the last words 
he is saying and that makes it very hard for those of us either getting old and having hearing issues or just sitting  farther in the 
back of the church to understand what he is saying.  It is like the sentence just ends and you are left wondering what he said that 
you did not hear.”


I highly praise our ushers and hospitality ministers. Father always welcomes visitors. The music is pretty good (excellent (piano 
player). Singers do well. Would prefer less or no Latin responses. The married couple that sings about once a month does too 
many songs the congregation does not know. The readers do an excellent job and I appreciate all the Eucharistic Ministers who 
have really stepped up to the plate. A few of the altar servers have been very faithful.


Love it!


The acoustics in the church are poor …need more speakers installed for people sitting in the back…..a lot of us wear hearing aids 
and it’s truly hard to hear the Mass


Many parishioners have admitted they can only make out about 20% of what the Pastor says during his homilies and when he 
reads during the Mass at St. Joseph's.  The sound system at St. Joseph's is WORSE THAN POOR.  Many have brought this to the 
attention of St. Joe's for years.  Due to the sound system and high ceilings at St. Joseph's, the PASTOR SHOULD ALWAYS 
ADDRESS THE CONGREGATION FROM THE LECTERN.  Other large churches have speakers throughout the church; every word 
can be heard. St. Joe's should have the same setup. Repeating what was read in the readings is not necessary!  Each Mass should 
contain (a) catechism instruction, (b) Universal Church teachings, (c) a weekly message from/about the Pope.  This would make the 
Mass come even more alive.


We have many talented musicians and singers with exceptional voices. Our talents are a blessing to be shared for sure and it 
would be so nice to have a choir in our churches. It might take some work, because it takes giving up a fair amount of time. Maybe 
a practice before church would keep from adding something to another day or evening.


The sound system makes it hard to understand Father at times.


I appreciate so much all who serve our mass in ministry. Currently I am reading and cantering and so appreciate Suzanne our 
leader and Marie our leader and Charles is such an amazing accomplished accompanist. His playing can literally bring me to tears 
and he is so easy to cantor with. Thanks to all for their amazing service in our worship.


Homilies at times seem out of touch with community awareness and concerns. Suggest more informal and less academic theology 
approach. 


Repainting the green beams to white or cream would improve the aesthetics of the church, but is very difficult work!


There are certain cantors that I don't like their style. I think it would be nice if there was a choir. But some of them do really well. 
The male piano player is AMAZING! Ultimately the music is inconsistent. It would be nice if there were more options for the 
weekend mass schedule - but the reality is that we have 1 priest spread thinly over 3 parishes, that are poorly attended - so...it's 
not realistic to expect a Saturday night mass at St. Joseph and 2 morning masses at St. Joseph - it's a small community.
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Homilies would be ranked higher if only we could understand Fr. Thumbi.  We attended one of his masses at St Ann's and could 
understand him, but not at St Joseph.


Father Thumbi is so difficult to hear as he is so soft spoken.  The video streaming online for Ferndale was poor, always freezing 
through most of the mass.


The sound system has definitely improved. homilies too long


I think the reason for the "poor" for homilies is the sound system


Homilies too long


Q13 Please evaluate the parish efforts to: (communicate, foster spiritual growth, offer a 
catholic view, practice gospel values, meet spiritual needs, invite to volunteer)


At my age, and with the pandemic, and with my wife attending a different denomination now, I'm not heavily involved in parish 
activities, so relatively uninformed. Almost all rating reflect negative impact of the pandemic currently.


In light of what is happening in today’s society we never hear or discuss how we as Catholics should handle these issues. 


"I wish the sacrament of reconciliation was offered on Saturdays again. Encourage everyone to volunteer and list areas where help 
is needed. Explain what the church teaches, have a mission or guest speaker give a talk/mini day of prayer. Hang the Divine Mercy 
image in the church and proclaim God's mercy."


There are church members who would volunteer but parish priest does make an effort to invite them directly in church and more 
importantly in person. But it should not stop there...volunteers need attention to their suggestions and recommendations not only 
by parish priest but by his staff.


"These are extremely important and at the same time personal topics.  I am sure covid has impacted much. It is hard to choose 
between Fair, Good, and Excellent for these reasons.”


There has been no effort to pull us into community.  The Mass is our basic/only activity that gathers us together, but there is so 
much more we should be experiencing.  We need to see Father at the Stations of the Cross this lent and at all the beginnings and 
ends of Adoration. 


I feel this parish cares and really tries to make the parish members feel welcome


"Like any parish, there is a core of volunteers who do EVERYTHING! there are those who attend Mass weekly and have no 
commitment to any ministries, this is very frustrating to those who fill the need and are burning out!  This is where education from 
the priest can help! Everyone is very busy, and they feel like they cannot take on one more thing, but an informed invitation to what 
is required to perform some of these ministries is KEY to getting people to volunteer!"


There is a great need to preach the truth.  I would like to hear our priest talk about abortion (and other hot issues) and how it is OK 
to support this or not and still be a good Catholic.  The lukewarm positions projected have lead to a deterioration of our faith as a 
whole.  Preach about what is right and wrong and why.  If it offends someone, OK.


no doing good. 


There are many efforts to bring us closer together.


It's not easy when most people do not know their faith or what the Church teaches. They have no interest because it is not 
important to them. It is just something they do on Sundays. People need to be given the truth of the faith. Not a goofy 
interpretation of the faith. People are hungry for the TRUTH!  People will fall in love with Christ and His Church if they are give an 
authentic presentation of the faith and a more reverent presentation of the liturgy. Fear not!


There should be another ministry fair after mass. With booths and representatives from groups like KofC,  CDA. And all our 
ministries like the guilds, altar society. And music. The parishioners could gain information and be able to sign up. 


"This is very difficult to comment on because of our experience over the last two years of the Pandemic.

We do object to the use of the parishes Facebook page & other resources to espouse political views, some of which we agree 
with, some which we do not.  We were particularly distressed to read anti-vaccination propaganda on those forums."
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Again,  these last two years of Covid restrictions influence my answers. People have tried very hard during this time to keep things 
going as well as possible, mostly to continue the gathering for Mass. 


The current activity is one bible study from 9 a.m. to 12 noon at. St. Joseph's during Lent.  Is this sufficient for three parishes?


Like most organizations, 10% of the group does 90% of the work.


I don't think it is up to the church to help me with my spiritual development. This would be from my efforts to want to connect with 
Jesus.  The Gospels are where the connections do need to be made and these are often long and not to the point,  so their 
meaning gets lost. 


I am in a facility for almost a year and prior to that the pandemic so I don't really know what's going on and can't really participate 
now.


Here again, the higher ups need to stop cowering to social pressure from politicians and media and support the Priests in fulfilling 
their roles as spiritual advisors. There is very little humility or respect from parishioners today and they feel they have the right to 
tell the Priest what to do and how to do it. If a Priest is acting according to Church doctrine and Gods commandment's, they 
should be supported and the church members need to be reminded that we are to be obedient to our Priest's and they to their 
superiors. Unfortunately we have many of Satans followers not only in our church members, but in our higher up as well. We are 
human and therefore we are sinners. I am not in any way criticizing or saying that our Bishops,  Archbishops and Cardinals are 
corrupt, I am merely admitting that Satan is everywhere and we need to be vigilant, aware and watchful and protect, pray for and 
support our Leadership. They need our prayers desperately!


Over the past two years politics have crept in with covid.


Post Covid I know this is such a hard thing to do and I see many attempts to get back to a sense of normalcy with our parish life 
and I appreciate that.


Communication can always be improved. Consider flocknote or other communication tool


"Since the lockdown started in 2020 I've been blessed with tremendous spiritual growth - but I do find it very unfortunate that very 
little of that education & growth has really ever come from our parish. There is very little education that goes on in our community, 
or during mass (other than the homilies) to educate us about our religion or about various parts of the mass. I think it is wonderful 
when a priest explains what we as lay people are supposed to be doing during certain segments of the mass - many of us don't 
know! We just do, because that's what we do - but that's not participating! I think more educational programs and question 
sessions, and programs for adults that allow for spiritual growth, and teaching about practicing our faith would be really helpful.”


Efforts seem to be minimal at best.


Again, such a difficult situation to assess with Covid.  Most of my spiritual growth, relationship with Jesus came from watching 
other church videos during Covid.  Hoping now that all restrictions are off these things will work themselves out.


Q14 What priority do you give the following in the parish: (children eduction, youth 
ministry, adult faith formation, retreat opportunities, small groups, devotions, outreach to inactive, 
ministry to divorced, visiting homebound, outreach to poor, sense of community)


"3 and 4 year olds should be taught by parents, with support of materials provided; programmatic formation should not begin until 
kids are in kindergarten. Little "Jesus" teachings fine for all kids if done in the context of childcare during Mass. Perhaps helping 
the needy should be done in conjunction with community based and other denominational community groups. We are a fairly small 
congregation; should also consider partnering/sharing resources with the other Catholic parishes in the county as is being done in 
different areas of the US. I hear Jesus Day Camp is quite successful/well-attended each year for the kids."


All of these are high priorities, but realize not everything can be tackled at once.  However, developing and nuturing faith and 
passing on the gospel to future generations is the highest priority in my opinion


They are all equally important but need to get more people involved to make this possible. Seems like it’s the same people doing 
everything. Need to promote volunteers for the mentioned ministries above. Have printed flyers to hand out in the bulletin 
mentioning the needs of these ministries.


We have to start with families with small children and continue to support them all the way through their life here.


All of these spiritual activities are important for they form the future of the parish church as well as the church as a whole.
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I believe youth ministry of extreme importance.


We can't do it all at once, but it is essential to the success of our church that we reach out to our faith community; probably 
beginning with social gatherings and engaging activities and varied educational opportunities. People have activities and interests 
that are taking up their time.  We need to grab their attention and draw them back into our faith.


"It is very hard to answer these questions when there are not the volunteers to run the programs! It is very important that we offer 
programs, but the same people cannot be expected to run them.  This causes "burnout" and develops an "I don't care attitude!" 
The ability to reach out the younger generation, to have them be able to step up to take over the reins of the older ones is key! 
How can this happen.....we need a youth and young adult program that lights a fire underneath our young people! True education 
in the Catholic faith is so important! We need to combine all the resources of ALL the parishes in the county to hire a YOUNG 
dynamic person who is educated in the Catholic church teachings and have "ONE YOUTH GROUP" county wide involving all our 
youth, teaching them about the Body, Blood, Soul and Divinity of our Lord Jesús Christ! Teaching about the Doctors of the Church! 
The lives of our Saints, all need to be educated that the Catholic Church has the Sacraments, that we ARE the first true church! 
The reason so many of our youth leave after Confirmation is because other denomination lure them away with the "feel good" 
aspects of what they teach! The key to keeping our Catholic church alive is our young people, we are NOT making this a priority!  
Our young people NEED to be educated in the One True Catholic and Apostolic Church!"


It has been very easy to blame the pandemic for the chuch's failings.  We see it in business, suppliers, stores,  everywhere.  Much 
of the failings were taking place prior to the pandemic, and the church, by bowing to the state, has made it much worse.  The 
unwillingness to offer more masses to decrease the crowds and making it impossible to attend mass was a huge failure to minister 
to the people and seamed to be more laziness than anything.


Jesus day camp and programs like that are so helpful. we need to get back to group things for children. 


It’s been difficult these past few years due to the pandemic, but the efforts are noted.


I use to be so active in the parish. The Bishop Barron bullies pushed out any authentic bible studies or book readings. We have so 
many great saints in the Church. Why would we ignore them for a misguided bishops words. I do not hate bishop Barron. He is just 
wrong about so much. It doesn't take a theologian or a biblical scholar to figure that out. It just takes reading the scriptures and the 
great saints. When people are formed poorly they form others poorly. I hope the parish decides to break that awful western trend 
and start forming future saints.***The youth groups needs to stop with the "protestant" model. It is a failure and does nothing to 
reinforce the beauty and majesty of the faith. We are not Protestants! We are Catholics! Boys and girls should not be in youth group 
together all the time. Its not a dating club. They need separate groups that focus on their needs and spiritual formation. Boys and 
girls are not the same. Boys need strong, masculine, authentically Catholic men leading them. Girls DO NOT need feminists 
leading them, they need authentic Catholic women who look to the model of our Blessed Mother to lead and teach them. How are 
we going to grow saints in the Church when we do nothing form them?


It should be announced that there is a weekly rosary before mass. And invite the parish to attend. 


Priority from my perspective, should be focused on the eucharist and more solemnity in the Mass - not what people would like to 
see


"Our primary purpose in the near term should be to be to re-engage those parishioners who have fallen away from attending 
church on a regular basis.  When we have a full strong group of parishioners attending mass then we are able to reach out to those 
in need. The congregation seems to have relatively few young families attending church on Sunday."


I miss working in our Outreach program with food assistance for the needy.  Hopefully, post-COVID, that will come back safely 
someday.


Efforts to train and educate our children and Youth must come first for they are our future. Support for families is important in this 
effort for they are the first teachers of the faith to their children. Adult Education and support is important to help their faith and to 
help them pass it on to the children. Prayer and opportunities for devotion are also important to support our individual faith and 
that of the community. Reaching out to the marginalized (homebound and poor) should be provided. Our Project Outreach does 
well and needs to be active again. (Some of this can be done in partner with others in our greater community such as was done 
this year with the Christmas giving tree which was an excellent idea)


I believe anytime you can pull a community together on fire it creates fire in others!
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As in the past when the three parishes were very actively engaged in parish life, the Pastor and Parish Office needs to spearhead 
these efforts; parishioners need to volunteer to make them happen.


It is important to help our children to grow and practice our faith so they don't stray away from Catholicism


"I feel change will take time and  be hard work, but I feel it will pay off in the end. I am a cradle Catholic and spent only two years 
or so in Catholic School. I feel when Children are exposed in a positive way to Christ, that a seed planted at a young age will take 
hold and grow deep roots. Other than being force fed Hell and damnation, I received no knowledge of God's Love and Mercy. 
When we wait until a child is troubled or a behavior problem or teenager, most children are going to tune you out. We can go from 
one extreme to the other, not enough reality about the consequences of sin and God forgives us no matter what.(so we can keep 
doing what we want and say oh sorry) or forget to give a struggling, suffering child or adult loving encouragement and help them 
believe God hears our prayers and does care."


My children were both active in the youth programs. The trips to Shaw Island were life changing for my daughter and she has a 
wonderful group of friends she met through youth programs. I feel this is very important. 


So much needed; may God help lead us to the right answers


Coffee and donuts, Pancake Breakfasts, and such are great.  Get them going again!


I am looking forward to coffee hours resuming soon


Need adult education, from the Bible itself from the beginning to the end.  Start over.


Q15 How much do the following attract you to the Parish? (Welcoming, worship, 
preaching, religious education, adult faith formation, spiritual growth, social justice, feeling of belonging)


"I don't like how this is worded. Am I saying for example I don't care about social justice, or that there is little social justice action 
to attract me? Same for spiritual growth, faith formation, except that I have to say if I were to avail myself of Confession more 
often, my "opportunity for growth" would be better. As far as belonging, all the gray heads in the parish nowadays tend to be more 
rigid, more conservative/traditional. I value some of that tradition, but also would like to see more of a balance, eg, social gospel 
action."


I think the fact I'm still a relatively new member to the parish(full time since Sep 2020) is why I've given so many No opinions


Mainly Fr. Francis.


We changed parishes many years ago due to the vibrant youth ministry here. Since then the youth ministry has not been 
supported. You can see this by looking around at mass the lack of youth attendance. The youth is the future of our church. 
Depending on the parents to educate their children in the faith is not working as the parents are not educated themselves.


The parish doesn't seem to be "political" but Father speaks of personal turning to God and act accordingly.


A parish that cares for all its flock for by providing leadership and both spiritual and social actives that provide an inviting 
environment where there is a high probability of growth in both areas.


Commitment to social justice and opportunity for spiritual growth are of primary interest, and yet I do not feel that these two topics 
are given sufficient attention.   Again, perhaps I need longer experience in the parish.


Our church community was what called us to be active parishoners. The opportunities were varied and many when we first came 
here in 1994.  The past ten years has shown a gradual decline in appealing opportunities to become involved.


Maybe starting the coffee time after Mass soon would help to meet people  but I don’t feel a warm welcome here. Been going here 
on and off for a few years between parishes ( have two homes) and still rarely do I feel I belong. A newcomers gathering would be 
nice ! 


The commitment to social justice is a political term created by the state to gain control over its people.  Speak the truth of what 
Jesus taught us so that people have a clear understanding of what is right and wrong.  Everyone in this country has choices that 
affect what they do or become.  Without faith they follow the secular culture (wokeness) and buy into what the state is telling them.  
When the church bows to the state, as is what is happening, then it is lost for all.


The people!
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Authentic Catholic teaching should be the focus. The "social justice" stuff needs to stop. What is being pushed as social justice in 
the Church these days is socialism not social justice. Until a correct teaching on social justice is put forward by the parish, it needs 
to be sidelined for more important thing such as authentic faith formation. Getting people to heaven and forming saints should be 
the focus.


"Location, it is the closest Catholic Church to our home. Father Thumbi's deep & abiding spirituality. The warm welcome we 
receive when we arrive at church. The beauty of our church compound, the sanctuary. The people whom we have met.

The ability to participate in the life of the church”


I feel very comfortable at the church. It is friendly and caring of others.


The feeling of belonging.  


My answers to the above questions are given relating to how I see our parish RIGHT NOW (not as it was prior to Covid).


Too few people try to run things instead of allowing new members to participate in operating…..will say that the K ofC has done an 
excellent job on recruiting and giving responsibility to newer/younger parishioners 


As long as social justice means helping those truly need I am supportive.  I am not supportive of specific political organizations. 


I am sick of reversed discrimination. If you mean all lives matter I am all for it. I don't see how dredging up past wrongs and rioting, 
destroying a persons livelihood is ok and justified. If you give an ignorant and uneducated person money and tell them how they 
are so mistreated is helping, you are very misguided. All unfairness in our history in all countries is horrible. We can educate our 
youth in schools through World History and help them see how horrible the Holocaust was, many actually deny it happened 
because it is no longer taught is our schools. Treatment of the Jews, the Blacks and the horrible slaughter in Rowanda should 
never be forgotten. We can learn from our past and do better, but we should never go back and repeat that History. Our media has 
gotten so off track the real issue of equality.  Christian values  should teach that through our words and actions as followers of 
Christ. Love of God, love and care of neighbor, caring for the needy, hungry, naked, homeless and all those oppressed. All God 
given commandments.


Community


I love our St.Joseph’s community and value the people I know and our priest Father Thumbi. Keep up the great work! Oh 


Attractive parishes feel like home and journey together toward being a eucharistic people. The body of Christ in the world (not just 
at church).


Ultimately location is important. Geographically, this is our church. We're not going to drive many extra hours a week to go to a 
different parish that may offer more of these things. That's a big commitment. So to rate these, I went with the thinking of if there 
were another Catholic Parish in Ferndale that offered these things, how important it would be.


My answers reflect how I feel if the parish was being run as it was under Fr. Tim.  If you want answers reflecting my opinions as the 
parish currently is, my answers would be different.  So, your question can be misleading, depending on how I interpret it.


A good music program.  If you have ever attended Sacred Heart they once had a wonderful folk band.

I feel apprehension about participating in parish activities due to my husband's recent organ transplant and immune system 
suppression.


Q16 How likely are you to do the following in the next year? (Attend non-Mass activity, 
talk to someone about your faith, invite someone to mass, pray, learn about faith, read bible, join a small 
group, volunteer, give financially)


I find it very difficult to try to evangelize, or draw others to the parish. The shame and stain of the clergy sexual abuse scandal 
hangs so heavily, I am ashamed to ask people to consider joining the Catholic Church. (I do appreciate the current efforts to 
address it). And with the low attendance, and the lack of homilies to somehow touch those who might be willing to come --- it's 
just hard to take pride in our parish, and what it has to offer. And I'm kinda old and lazy. My primary faith goal is to get closer to 
Jesus, to really come to know and love him, and to renew my connection with the Holy Spirit. I always pray to be a better witness, 
but it doesn't seem to be my gift.


I've already recently joined the music ministry and plan that to be my focus for the near future


Would like to be involved in a prayer group, do volunteering in the communities outside of the church.
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I love to have Bible Studies or videos on our Faith.


I and other church members,  I know would want to pursue several of the church ministries and social activities as a volunteer,  but 
there seems to be no parish priest direct invitation to do so or minimal support from  him and his staff once the member gets 
aboard. 


I do more as I am able.


My faith continues to grow because of personal effort.  I find the ministry that I am part of is important and a blessing.  At this point 
in my life I want to continue my level of involvement but I truly believe that we need to somehow re engage the adults with families 
and young single adults. We are seeing the very same people volunteering to lead groups and assist in liturgies but we need more 
people to become involved.


More personal prayer.  Giving more to charity. It looks like the church is failing and before long we will be on our own entirely.


Been reading a daily passage book and carve out time everyday to talk to God and get out of the noise of daily life. Been reading 
Jesus books to my 6 month old and husband and I are starting to grow are faith together. Also try to say 1-2 rosaries a week, most 
the time I only get 1 in, but I'm trying. And try to go to church once a week.


I’m hoping to become more involved with knowing more about how to pray, and understand how I can become closer to Jesus, 
and learn how to give a meaningful confession.


All of my answers are dependent on what direction the parish takes when it come to teaching faith. I do not want anymore 
protestant light garbage. I left Protestantism for the beautiful Catholic faith. I want the One True Faith taught. I want to see people 
develop a passion for the faith. I want them to fall in love with Jesus, His mother, and His Church. It also depends on if I have to 
wear a mask. I cannot wear mask.


"Connie & I plan to be deeply active in the life of Saint Jospeh's through our involvment in music ministry, the liturgical environment 
and the Knights of Columbus."


Our parish is not one that I would invite someone to. We can't understand the priest and he doesn't make the homilies relevant to 
today's world.


I am committed to growing my faith and the Church is a very important part of that plan.


My faith grew more during the pandemic than I think at any other time in my adult life. Fr. Mike's Bible in a Year podcast was 
tremendous.


I believe that the Catholic Church (not our parish - but the whole faith) needs to figure out a way to make mass more approachable 
for those who have never attended mass. I feel uncomfortable inviting people to attend because it is so confusing to them, and it is 
difficult to explain during - I don't even know how to explain some of it, and then it is so uncomfortable telling them they can not 
receive Holy Communion. It just doesn't seem like a welcoming situation at all.


For me I have no one to talk to and I dont participate in small groups.  There are none.


attendance all dependent on covid


Q17 Please respond to the following about Parish life: (feel included in parish life, 
informed of parish happenings, informed of parish finances, comfortable talking with pastor, my opinion 
is valued, understand stewardship, I want to volunteer more)


For me, my faith journey has become more and more private, individual, especially in comparison to how much more involved in 
many different activities, programs, efforts when I was younger and had returned to the church full of enthusiasm. For the sake of 
those who haven't reach this point of more quiessence, which is not necessarily a good thing, a vibrant, active, involved parish 
environment is so very important, and I'm hopeful much good will come out of this Synodal process. I think it will take true leading 
of the Holy Spirit, our following, and major adjustments in how the RCC operates.


We don’t hear anything about a 3,5 or 10 year plan for the church in regards to finances and maintenance. Such as new roof, 
reader board replacement and sound system etc. as well as a vision of the church.


I'm concerned about our finances.  We seem to be taking in less as expenses go up.  I hope we have an up to date roster count.  
The diocese needs to adjust their expenses and demand less from us.
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Several individuals in our parish have spoken to Father regarding several of these issues but to no avail. 


"To me the concept of stewardship is not emphasized enough.  We are responsible to learn all about our world, and to work to 
preserve the world we have been given, including emphasis on embracing the challenges of climate change. Also, it may be that 
many parishioners have suffered physically and/or emotionally from the pandemic.  I am not aware of any support groups 
occurring the parish, particularly with such a great meeting room. Does the church host AA meetings or other groups?

I am attracted to good singing and good music as an important form of worship”


I am already volunteering and believe that we need to help parishioners see that they have valuable gifts to contribute through 
volunteering.


"We love the parishioners.  We have enjoyed 30 years of fellowship and friendships that are unavailable anywhere else. 

We raised our family here.  It is why we keep coming back.  Unfortunately, so many of these great people have become 
disheartened by our failing leadership, they no longer come.  Unless something changes, we probably will move on also."


Parish life is satisfying enough for me to continue to come.


I feel there are parishioners that bully those of us that want authentic Catholicism taught and presented. I have had terrible 
experiences with a couple of people who actually became very aggressive and vulgar when questioning some of the study 
choices. It was a mirror reflection of many who embrace cancel culture. They will have their way and that is all there is to it. That is 
the prevailing mindset in most of the parishes in Western WA. It is very sad and disheartening. 


There have been several fundraising projects that were not well publicized. The bulletin let’s us know about whether the church is 
in the red or not. It does not regularly publish what the money goes to. 


I would like to volunteer more once I retire and have more time


due to age and health issues I will not be able to add more volunteer time, plus I would like to encourage younger, more able 
persons to not be shy about sharing their ideas and talents with our parish.


It can be, it should be the "Third Place" for our parishioners to be able to be engaged in a life enhancing experience.  Working 
together to worship & serve the Lord, our God.


I would feel better not wearing masks, however it too shall pass.


I have volunteered in the past and am looking to do more now that I have retired. 


I loved working with Outreach but until life is safer and the pandemic is truly under control, I am not comfortable working in 
programs with lots of people.  Maybe one day…..


One of the bigger assets we have as a Parish is our building facility. As we move past Covid restrictions I would like to see it more 
actively used for gatherings, Scripture study, meetings, children and teen faith formation and other things to promote parish 
community and growth in our knowledge and commitment to our faith as well as outreach to others. 


Seems we are always getting requests for money and find the letters sent out to “remind” you that you are behind on your pledge 
insulting……many weeks we forget our checkbook but donate in cash……


I have suggested involving the youth in our parish life , but it seems that this is listened to but not heard.  There is never a response 
with a result.  I think this is sad.  We have a lot of young kids at mass that want to be involved. 


Social gatherings are importand!


I thank God every week for giving me a beautiful church where I can freely worship Him.  Receiving the Eucharist is very important 
to me.


It was real hard at first.  I've been attending St. Joe's for 12 years am really feeling comfortable.
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Q18 What need or program should the parish focus on in the next 1– 3 years? 

Faith development, financing, security & proper sound system!


"1. Renewal of our listening and response to the Holy Spirit. There is a tremendous emphasis on the Eucharist that I think needs to 
be balanced.

2. Major evangelization on the parish level should probably wait until we have our house in better order.

3. Outreach to those who have left and to those who have more recently become "inactive"/non-attending.

4. Something has to be done to stop the financial bleeding as well.

5. Explore sharing resources with other parishes in the area/ and joining in ecumenical efforts for the poor and needy."


Education and evangelization of children and adults


Youth ministry and teaching Catholic teachings to the congregation.


Rebuilding parish committees, guilds, general volunteer opportunities


Leadership and Transparency.


"Supporting families and children in fostering their faith. Speakers for the church sound system.”


"Can we truly help the homeless? Growing our youth Attracting and keeping young families “


A men's bible study group.


Need to establish a strategic plan that would include the parish priest leadership and qualified staff to invite directly and support 
willing church volunteers to have ministry programs for all ages as well as social activities that build relationships within the circle 
of church members. 


The primary focus should be on a strong outreach to young people, teens and college students.  Young people must be invited to 
participate and indeed to lead in parish life.  Young people can serve in stewardship, in discussion, in leading climate action, 
religious education, and many other areas.


Recovering our parishioners that have stopped coming to church and revive programs that will draw them back, as mentioned in 
previous comments.


Church History


The Youth, and adult education on why we are Catholic and on the Real Prescence of Jesus Christ.


A very strong program for the youth and young adults!


Community


Encouraging Marriages and Baptisms and make it easier for people to get these sacraments!!!! Not a lot of classes that discourage 
couples / families from obtaining these sacraments, they should be easier and welcoming for young couples and families .


"Preach the truth from the pulpit. Get a professional youth minister. Open the church up to social gatherings and quit bowing to the 
state.  The states that have not imposed ridiculous mandates are doing just fine."


More mass options and no more masks, its so distracting and we are in Gods home when we worship him at church why are we 
worried of this virus that is never going away and it divides us when the whole point of church is for us to see each others faces 
and say hello and worship God, not live in fear, we have to preach that we have to have faith that Lord will protect us from evil and 
sickness, including covid. If someone still is not comfortable the at home watching mass is still an option. 


More programs that involve singles, and divorced folks…such as group discussions, how to live a full Christian life without a 
partner.
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Teaching the true faith and the four last things; Death, Judgement, Heaven, Hell. Back to the basics. Maybe go back to the old 
Baltimore Catechism for some guidance. It simple, direct, and too the point. Talk of Christ's love and the Ten Commandments as 
one in the same. They aren't just rules to follow. They are the instructions on how we can have a life of joy and peace.  There has 
been a distortion of the Churches teaching over the last 50 plus years. People need to be taught the whole truth.  Don't just preach 
sugary things from the pulpit. Stand up for truth. Be courageous. People need good, strong, masculine leadership from their 
pastors and bishops these days. Times are going to get very tough. We haven't seen anything yet. Fear not!


Rebuild the youth group. Make Sunday for church. Youth group after an evening youth mass.  Children studies after the 10:30am 
mass. And reinstate the young children’s study during mass.


Social gatherings and leadership. 


Getting people back to church and being able to socialize.  Understanding how Jesus sacrificed for mankind.


"Bringing back the parishioners that have left during the pandemic.”


"1. Importance of the Eucharist

2. Importance of meeting obligation (weekly Mass attendance)

3. Offer Mass in the Extraordinary Form at least once a week (I understand that the Pope may have recently foreclosed this 
possibility)”


Youth education/ministry - community building


the serious depravity of abortion, encouraging teens and young adults to be of strong moral character, even though it's difficult in 
today's social indifference to morality.


"Rebuilding the body of Christ. Reconnecting with those who used to go to church at Saint Jospeh’s Social activities to bring us all 
together”


We should consider working on bringing our neighboring Catholics and those that have left the church for one reason or another 
back in our church life.


"Financial Stability. Better communication with parishioners on the day-to-day workings and activities of the parish, as well as its 
needs. Religious programs and for our youth and inclusion of them in parish activities.  Ours is an aging parish and we need new 
and younger people to step up and take over duties some of us are struggling to perform.”


Building up our Faith formation programs.... for children and adults. Also Project outreach does a lot of good and should re-open.


Finding the needs within our community and finding those who may be able to meet them. Sharing what our faith means to us and 
inviting others to it from other communities as well as they share also. where is our commonalities in our community. community 
service projects. I am so big picture person and need others to help me with the details:) i am a worker bee. 


Ministry to inactive Catholics


Getting youth involved more , do something about the poor sound quality, 


Fellowship


"Children's education, youth ministry, young adult ministry, adult faith formation, and evangelization. (Boy, there is something 
wrong when your spell checker does not know how to acknowledge the word, "evangelization"!)"


Family Activities, Young Adults age 18-25  fun social Activities.


Youth ministry including middle school and high school


I would say youth group and/or more opportunities for faith formation or bible studies, create a set yearly curriculum for it, and 
recruit volunteers for it.


I think the Parish should try and spend time on building a stronger sense of community.  We need to repair the separation that 
resulted from Covid and politicized Christians. 


"Using our facilities for outreach year-round. Look outside our parish to be involved. Address concerns and doubts regarding 
Catholic doctorine”
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"Bring our parish families closer together, more connected. Reach our youth most vulnerable to sin in our present day world. 
Support families with children and teens to enforce and remain strong in their values and morals”


Youth ministry 


Cultivating a bigger sense of community.


Encouraging more families to attend and being aware of the needs of elderly parishioners


More teen youth and young adult groups (this is where we usually lose them) as well as more adult education programs and 
retreats to strengthen out knowledge of our faith.


Rebuilding the community life - Covid did great damage to our Church relationships and community unity. 


Faith formation at all levels / ages.


"Child and Youth Faith Formation. Welcoming Committee”


Classes /Videos on Devine Mercy, Apparitions of Jesus and Mary, Importance of Fatima, etc.


Building a stronger music program for singing during mass to include our young adults.  What teenager doesn't always have ear 
buds in their ears for listening to music.


Going back to the Bible again.  Improve the hearing problem.  Adult education.


Sound system improvement


More youth programs to keep them interested in the Catholic Faith.


Q19 The Pandemic has had some adverse effect to our parish life in many ways, 
what suggestions do you have to help overcome any issues that you have found 
during this time? 

Sunday webinar that does Not freeze off/on and being able to understand what is being said


I wish Father, or the Archbishop, would stand up and tell the congregation that divisive actions don't stand the test of true 
Christianity, that being able to discuss and try to understand should be how we approach each other. That it is a time to be 
especially tolerant and sensitive to what people are going through. As soon as the weather permits, lets have more outdoor 
gatherings to minimize the impact of the pandemic.


"I believe St Joseph Parish is handling restrictions of the pandemic quite well and think it's just waiting for the restrictions to end 
which will end some of the adverse effect the pandemic has had on our parish and all parishes for that matter"


Need coffee hour brought back, pancake breakfast at the church, no masks required for mass, Rosary prior to mass on Sundays. 
Church missions


Welcome back volunteers and offer as much volunteer opportunities as possible.


"People need to be aware of the great gift of the Eucharist and that God comes to us.  We don't get this with watching the Mass 
on a computer.  Coffee hour will perhaps bring some people back and get involved. Many volunteers have retired or just got older 
and retired, we need to encourage younger people to volunteer, children too can help."


Start slowly to return safely back to church activities that enrich both the spiritual and social aspects of our beloved parish by 
doing things first in small groups. ie Bible Studies, Youth and Adult ministry groups. With warmer weather and Covid positive cases 
lessening bring back the coffee hour by opening windows, doors etc. Maybe chess or other game club, youth club ??    


Provide a safe space to continue as many functions for people as possible.  Invite pastors and leaders from neighboring churches 
to share in our services, and extend ourselves others in terms of service.


We need to return to coffee hour which served as a time of community and an opportunity to draw people into some opportunities 
offered for volunteers and also faith development.
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need to get back our Coffee Hours  and social acts.


I really don't feel like my parish life was affected all that much. I really missed going to the mass when we couldn't.  I don't mind 
wearing a mask and I really don't miss the sign of peace or holding hands during the Our Father, I would be ok with it if we 
dropped those two things. I feel with all the flu and other issues we really don't need to take chances with germs.  I was very 
thankful that we could visit mass on tv with the heart of the nation program.  


Stop following the false science and get back to normal.


Take the fear away from those who have been scared into believing all the unnecessary propaganda!


"Start getting parishioners together!! We’re together at Mass so; Coffee hour, spaghetti dinners, Newcomers dinner, fundraisers, 
bake sales, rummage sale events. Parish dinners, Meet  the pastor events .


"Open the church up to social gatherings and quit bowing to the state.  The states that have not imposed ridiculous mandates are 
doing just fine.  


"preach not to live in fear....because a lot of us are, I wear a mask to be polite but I would like to breathe air again. 

He will cover you with his feathers,

    and under his wings you will find refuge;

    his faithfulness will be your shield and rampart

Psalm 91:4

A thousand may fall at your side,

ten thousand at your right hand,

but it will not come near you.

Psalm 91:7

We cant let this divide us...its been too long to be living in fear still we have to trust God."


To continue to have a dialogue, and communication.


Priest and Bishops, find your courage. What was done to the sheep by the shepherds is appalling. I am still so very angry and pray 
for the ability to completely forgive the shepherds for what was done to my family and so many families. All you can do is make 
better choices from this point forward. Apologize for abandoning the sheep and acting in fear. Parishioners need to forgive. The 
clergy needs to treat parishioners with dignity and respect; stop being shills for the government. Parishioners need too volunteer to 
help.


FULLY OPEN!


Continued Prayers


"Coffee hour is vital for parish connections and socializing. Not only the the older group but younger families.”


Resist government oppression of religion


"Continue to follow health guidelines on church property, as some members do not follow these out in the community. Provide for 
social gatherings as much as possible and inform the whole parish including the inactive - once we can gather again and/or use 
outside locations when weather allows.”


Keep on following health expert's suggestions for safety, and respect other's decisions.


"On March 21, 2022 the Archdiocese is lifting the mask mandate. We should concentrate on rebuilding the parish life that existed 
before the pandemic. Pancake breakfast’s. Parish parties. Dinner for Eight. Any activity that allows parishioners to gather together, 
rebuilding the body of Christ”


It would be nice to bring back our Coffee & Donut hour after Mass on Sunday mornings. That is so beneficial to us to Socialize with 
persons that you don’t sit next to in Church. The young children love it and the oldsters do to. It is a good way to announce 
activities for the next week, etc.


Our elderly have been home bound and isolated. I was wondering if there was a way to sign up to visit them.  We all miss coffee 
hour. 


A weekly email to all parishioners - this could replace the bulletin or be in addition to.  It would reach all parishioners, not just those 
who show up to Mas on Sunday.  Better uses of today's technology to reach out and interact with everyone.
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Re-starting programs we have had and encouraging new thought and ideas for reaching out to our parishioners and the 
community.


being extra welcoming as people return back to church. at coffee try to visit with people who have no one to visit with. it is 
sometimes uncomfortable to do. 


To assure parishioners that there are still safety precautions in place if they want them


Virtual sermons were not inspiring at all so a small group of people were invited into Father Wolnicks home but it seems that a 
resentment was formed by his doing this , the Archdiocese intervened and Father Jim had to cease having Mass…….how sad to 
do that to a man of God whose only intent was to give some inspiration at such a sad time in the world……shame on those that 
reported him…


Go back to normal routine 


Coffee hour, plus fellowship sessions, should take place after EACH Mass at all THREE parishes.  This is also a good time to 
provide bible studies/information sessions.


With no singing allowed, the mass should include less cantering and more reciting.  We should be saying "Lord have Mercy" and 
"Glory to God".  I feel like I am watching a show put on by the priest and cantor.  I feel more involved watching mass (other than 
ours) on TV.


More social activities


Almost everything is back to the way it was.  One thing that is sad to me is the inability to drink from the cup, which is 
understandable with the pandemic, but after it seems the covid virus and variants seem to be lessened and no longer deadly, I 
think we should add that risk again, or change the way we do it such as with intinction by the eucharistic minister.  I have attended 
another parish that is allowing receiving on the tongue, and they had an altar server next to every eucharistic minister with a 
sanitizing wipe to wipe the fingers after serving each individual on the tongue.  A choir program would also be something new and 
possibly exciting, as throughout the years with this parish I haven't seen that before.  It could make the church more lively with 
singing with more sung responses (similar to how the Seattle's St. James Cathedral does their masses).  We could offer choir 
classes for those that wish to participate and add in more interactive sung responses within the mass.


Lets get back to normal. That should help.


Witnessing peoples lack of concern for others health and seeing political views being stated and acted out in the parish setting has 
been very distressing for me and was not addressed in the leadership.


"Remind parishioners to respect church authority and support our Priests. Encourage parishioners to meet with their Priest and 
discuss any concerns they have with an open mind. Things are not always as they seem. Gossip only destroys our foundation as a 
body of Christ. Don't allow anyone to gossip to or at you about our Priest, or others. Ask them or yourself, would Christ behave like 
this or is this my business or helpful in a Christian way.  Catholic Churches are capable and have enough qualified people to 
educate our children with the help of parents and volunteers”


"Focus on spiritual life, keeping politics out of church and create a safe haven to help grow in faith. Essentially we need to come 
back to a common truth.”


Reaching out via email and mailers to invite former parishioners and current parishioners to events/masses.


Washington state has been overly restrictive to citizens during the pandemic which causes issues out of the parishes control.


I was extremely disappointed with some of the things that came out of the Seattle diocese. They turned the pandemic into a 
complete political event clearly showing what side they were on and trying to guilt those who didn't share their views. This kind of 
activity wasn't seen in other dioceses. It really made me question my faith and in the end I just kept telling myself that the act of 
mere men is not what the church is about. I did cancel my free subscription to NW Catholic magazine and told them to never send 
it again.


We need to have patience in getting people over the fear of Covid and isolation that has occurred.


We have to welcome with open arms all who drift back to Mass. They need to feel welcomed, missed and wanted. 
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I think the universal church needs to embrace offering single serving cups of the Precious Blood. Consuming both species is an 
important element; however drinking from one chalice is not sanitary - I don't care who says the alcohol kills it - the alcohol never 
gets on the outside rim of the chalice where people's lips go, and a dry rag will not do anything to kill the germs. Rotating the 
chalice will only provide a different place for lips for the first 4-6 people, then you are using the same area of the chalice that 
someone else has placed their lips. COVID or no, this practice needs to go, but, we need a way to receive the Precious Blood.


Show leadership and do what is best for the parish, not just what the Bishop says.  Open all social activities.


Hopefully issues will resolve on their own with restrictions lifted.


I am looking forward to adult faith formation opportunities and coffee hours


It's over.  Let it go.  The Church should have surrendered to the government in the first place.


1) Vaccinate;  2) ventilate the Church


Q20 What aspects of the Universal Church teachings or practices concern you? 
What would you like to see? 

"Archbishop visiting local parishes more often! Pope meeting with world church leaders more often to gain knowledge as to ways 
we are similar and address how we are different as people of faith in their particular religions!”


Substantial change. The priest shortage must be addressed, and all options should be on the table, (see below). I would love to 
see the doctrine of infallibility nullified; it is recent, and I think in many ways has done much harm. I would like to see a faith and 
doctrinal adjustment from the old mortal/venal sin" emphasis, and rather teaching on moral issues - eg, birth-control, divorce and 
re-marriage, sex - as a striving for the ideal that Jesus taught, rather than absolute standards that don't mesh with human nature. 
And of course, less top-down curial church control, more local "synodality", more self-governance at the parish level under the 
leadership of the council and pastor.


Want the Holy Scriptures and the Magisterium(Tradition, Catechism, Teachings of the Church since the Apostles) of the Church to 
be a primary importance


concerned that critical race theory (CRT), wokeness, cancel culture, and socialism do not permeate our schools and church


Not sure why the pope is not clear in his discussions around hot topics such as LGBT, communion to those who practice against 
church teachings and such.


Continued adoration of the Virgin Mary is a concern. Helping Catholics build a direct relationship with Jesus is what I would like to 
see.


"The Vatican seems to get political and does not speak clearly.  I want the Church to show compassion but state what we believe 
clearly.  I come to the Church for spiritual growth, deepening my relationship with God, but not to get into political issues like 
"climate change".  Let the Church teach we care for all creation because God made it, so use it wisely, but stay clear from siding 
with one side.  The Church should STRESS God's love, His mercy, freedom from following God's commandments-a gift to us.”


"Accepting female priests. Allowing priests to marry"


"More emphasis on Jesus's teachings regarding building a "more just society" and respect for every individual for each was 
created by God.  Reinforce in its writings, journals etc. the belief that every person is precious, that people are more important than 
things and the the true  measure of every institution, including the church is whether it threatens or enhances the life and dignity of 
the human person.


Greater ecumenism.  Greater inclusion of Christian, Jewish and other neighborhood religions in ways that we can share.


"There needs to be more outspoken opinion and beliefs about the value of life from conception to natural death. There seems to be 
a gradual change in what we are willing to accept, proposing a bit of a gray line.”


The young do not or are not asked to volunteer  they do not get involved  or they are not coming to Mass.   The younger people are 
just not there... 


I really feel like the church is really excellent in its teachings.  I have tried hard all my life to follow these teachings.  I think that in 
my own life I have gotten even stronger in my faith.
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I have always tried to follow the teaching of the Church and I really have no concerns


That the Pope and the Bishops stop playing politics and make clear decisions when it comes to things like politicians who 
advocate for abortions, gay marriages and women priests and stop kicking the can down the road so the laity has some clear 
moral direction.


There are many aspects of the Universal Church that concern me!  I feel that 'The Church" is falling away from the core values that 
were instituted so many years ago! Because of all the pressure from the Media we have softened our views on so many issues. It 
seems to me that we are more worried about what we look like than what we are!  We are NOT a Protestant church we are the 
Roman Catholic Church! 


Lbg issues


"Again the Sacraments are out of reach !! Penance by appointment or late evening, once a year, leaves most people out. Marriage 
has too many laws and requirements and controls which leaves couples out, unable to fulfill all the church rules and classes and so 
they get married elsewhere. Hard to get the couples back into the church after that too. Baptism has too many classes and young 
families can’t always do all that is required ! It should be easy to get a baby Baptized!! Sacraments should be available to those 
who seek them not turned away by church doctrine and rules.”


"Clearly state the truth on the issues of the day.  If supporting politicians that support abortion is OK, then tell us why.  The ongoing 
sex scandal has permanently damaged the church.  Not only the victims, but the Bishop's covering it up instead of addressing the 
issue and stopping it.  The same thing is going on now with the Bishop's bowing to the state and not speaking the truth for fear of 
offending people and loosing donations."


get involved in politics to much. 


"As far as teachings and practices I’ve no concerns. I’d like to see when weather permitting out door masses. Focus on unmarried 
women in the church and what they have to offer…possibly a social get together of all three churches for singles/ divorced people.


"The acceptance of homosexuality as a "good" thing by many bishops and the lack of clarity by Pope Francis on the issue. The 
tolerance of homosexual men in the clergy. It is wrong and is not suppose to be tolerated. The disgusting Pachamama exhibition in 
Saint Peters. and on the ground of the Vatican.  There are no words. The Pope needs to stop with his Marxist/Socialist ideas. 
Socialism/Marxism has been condemned by the Church so many times. I know he comes from a socialist background, but enough 
already. I know we have the shepherds we deserve right now. It still is sad and frightening. The utter cowardice during the 
Pandemic was astonishing. Where were the Catholic clergy hero's? Could you imagine if this level of cowardice had existed during 
WWI or WWII? Could you imagine if St. Maximillian Kolbe had been such a coward? The allegiance to big pharma and government 
powers is disgusting. NO ONE has the right to tell me I have to inject any drug into my body! Shame on the Pope, the bishops, and 
any priest who push such evil things! Such a distorted and wicked view of charity.


To keep marriage between man and woman. The sanctity of marriage. The value and affordability of Catholic education. 


Priest and Bishop scandals, Seattle Arch Diocese, and papal leadership. ALL way to liberal. 


I know a lot of good, loving, caring people that believe as I do but do not belong to the Catholic Church.  I do not like feeling like 
we are the only church that is going to get you to heaven. 


"Drastic reduction of the availability of the Mass in its extraordinary form. Confusion created by the Pope when speaking on issues 
that have long-represented recognized dogma. Pursuit of social justice goals that promote socialism or even communism”


I would like to see a more inclusive view on what "family" is. What are spiritual retreats, contemplation and study teaching us about 
what is need today to heal and foster family strength and supports.


Clergy should be allowed to marry.


"We like many Catholic's are dismayed by the failing's of some of our clergy and lay people in positions of authority."


More clarification on the church's teaching on divorce, homosexuality, crimes and punishment.


What are the teachings of the Church today regarding the huge change in how people deal with such things as gender identity and 
the whole LGTBQ movement.  We have undergone a sexual "revolution" if you will, and yet it is never addressed by the church that 
I am aware of.  Are all of the people who identify with this way of life just to be left out and ignored in daily church life?      
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That we as a church can preach rigidity sometimes and forget the love of our Lord. I know that we need the pope and his law 
making and the making of our larger church passed down however I also believe that we all have a conscience and most 
importantly welcome all as our Lord did and then as they hear of His love and more they will live as Christ calls them not as we see 
fit to dictate or demand.


Do not dilute or compromise the teachings and practices of the Universal Church.


I would like to see more help for the clergy.  


Too much politics have entered the church and it separates us


Universal Church teachings and practices are excellent.  They all spring from an incredibly rich faith tradition going back all the way 
to the apostles.  The Mass should change to include a weekly message from Rome.  The Mass should change so that religious 
education instruction should be a part of every single Mass.  Technology should be installed in every church so that items such as 
videos can be shown.


" I would like to see married men allowed to become Priests.  I would like our retired priests be able to celebrate Mass whenever 
possible."


It is scary to see the church taking political sides.  We need to focus on God.


I believe the teachings of the church are not the problem, but the way we go about preaching the Truth in a loving way is very 
crucial.  Many people are lead away from the Church because of profound teachings that are displayed with urgency rather than 
delicacy, such as homosexual union, or sexual morality, or abortion.  These topics are probably the most controversial in the 
secular and religious culture right now and we need to find a better way of displaying our beliefs on these subjects that display a 
loving way, a more convincing way and affective and proactive way with dealing with these issues.  We need to offer more help and 
help in different ways.  Expanding on this may be the changes our church needs, not only for our reputation, but to bring those that 
are lost, home.


I strongly believe that priests should be allowed to marry.


That the Church uses the Eucharist for punishment of divorcees is a problem for me.  I don't advocate that the Church hold 
marriage in less regard. I advocate that people let God be the final judge on others programs and don't use the Eucharist for attack 
or shunning.  It's a poor use for it. Its not constructive or inclusive and creates dark feelings with people. 


Women priests. Birth control ambiguity. Priests marrying. Would like to see these addressed seriously as there seems to be no 
work being done from the Vatican and all levels of the church.


"I am sick of the Church paying money for sexual abuse scandals. I don't donate to support money for the Church to pay out for 
someone who thinks money will fix it. The Priest, Cardinal, Bishop etc. should be responsible for their own behavior. If the Church 
representative needs to stand accountable for such behavior then they should be sued. Society feels Catholics have deep pockets. 
I don't know of any other Religion being smeared across the media and paying for crimes committed years even centuries ago. It 
needs to stop. The Church should not give in to Government. If you don't speak, you don't have a voice”


Commen truth.


"I would like to see more emphasis. On relating readings to daily lives.”


None. It is important to celebrate traditions and encourage them by discussing their origins and positives.


I understand that being gay (or any of the many terms used today) is a sin but I think the church needs to find a way to be more 
inviting to this group of people so that can share in God's love. Too often they feel judged and unwelcome in the Catholic Church.


Treatment of divorced Catholics must be reconsidered. Some birth control methods should be considered. We need licit women 
priests.
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"I think the Universal Church needs to focus on being more inclusive. I think there is a huge decline in membership across the 
board particularly in the US because the church is not meeting the people where they are. Moses had to modify what was 
acceptable to meet the people where they were with what they could handle with their faith. Right now, many people have the 
impression that they are not welcome in a Catholic church if they are divorced, and certainly not if they are remarried. Right there 
alone you are eliminating a giant portion of the population. I think the Universal Church needs to reexamine their stance on 
divorced people, and remarried people. There is absolutely no way that Jesus would stand outside the door and shake his head 
and say "sorry, you're not welcome here". There's no way he would want those people to be denied receiving Holy Eucharist. We 
all NEED Jesus. We all NEED food for the journey. We shouldn't be turning away anyone. 
Right now, married couples are not choosing to practice the Catholic Faith because they feel they cant' use contraception. Raising 
children is expensive and not practical in all situations. The "sexual embrace" is an act of blessing a couple that is in a state of 
Grace. Couples are turning away from the church because they feel they are being told their options are to abstain if they are not in 
a place to have children - which then can cause rifts within marriages. I feel strongly the church needs to consider Offering some 
other alternatives than only NFP.

I think the Universal Church needs to reexamine its stance on Women's roles in the church. I think Jesus would be very happy to 
see women priests and women deacons.

I know some people who are concerned about wheat intolerance in receiving Holy Communion. As well as people who are 
concerned about Alcoholics having difficulty with the Precious Blood - offering alternatives would be kind.”


"I refer you to the decades-long intrusion into the hierarchy by Marxist ideology beginning way back in the first half of the 20th 
century, predicted at Fatima (also, google “Bella Dodd” to get detail about 1000 Marxist being planted in Catholic seminaries).  The 
result has been a swing toward Modernism, something that has been condemned by several previous popes.

 Ever since Vatican II we have seen more and more Catholics (lay people as well as clergy) who no longer believe in the real 
presence in the Eucharist, no longer go to confession, believe that abortion is OK, and many other indications of demise of the 
faith.  Look at John's gospel to see words from Jesus wondering "when the Son of Man returns, will he find any faith left on earth?"  
This whole issue of the synod can either turn our Church around or deepen the divides within it.  We are seriously looking at a 
schism of the German Church already.  Many American Catholics are most likely sympathetic to the Germans and would agree 
with their position.  So, you see, problems are rather deep.

Also, there is a real exposure that the more liberal bishops in America are going to use the survey and general participation to try to 
get concessions in Catholic Doctrine concerning such issues as LGBQT inclusion in holy sacraments.  The Germans, of course, 
are championing such issues as Same-Sex Marriage, Protestant reception of the Eucharist, and so on.

I don't want to sound like an alarmist and focus on negatives, but I am concerned that too many people will be answering this 
survey without much understanding of the size of the problem, and so will be making suggestions that don't really hit the mark.  
Perhaps I am off base but I don’t think so.  Recall Mary's words: "In the end, my Immaculate Heart will prevail."


Political


Q21 Does the authority of the Church seem appropriate in today's world? 

Needs to be more outspoken about Christian values in the world!


As above, infallibility was to me, especially in full light of church history, something that should never have been promulgated. The 
Church's moral authority has been bled white by the sex abuse scandal; we need much more humility, and I'm thankful for our 
current Pope's approach in almost all ways. In dealing with non-Catholics, we can uphold our faith teachings, but respect where 
their views lie as well, even if we don't agree. I just don't think the RCC is the final arbiter of right and wrong. The Church must 
work very hard to reclaim it's voice as a leading voice of moral authority.


The World NEEDS the Church to speak and act with authority


The Authority of the church is fine however the not very well catachised parishioners are not able to convey the beauty of the 
church and it’s teachings and how in its wisdom keeps us from slow deterioration from Christs teachings.


It only seems appropriate if we have leaders that are walking in the footsteps of Jesus. Authority without integrity should never be 
followed.


The Church's authority is appropriate if it speaks clearly to what God teaches.  It is not appropriate to get into political issues.  All 
of the problems of the world can only be solved by greater spirituality of individuals.


Yes, our Pope still has a strong voice


No it doesn't 
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The scope of its authority is limited to things that are essential to our salvation: faith, morals and worship (the sacraments and 
liturgy). However, it must own up to its past and present mistakes and errors in judgment if it wishes their authority to endure until 
the end of time.


Yes, essential.


Our church has survived because we have had Popes in the past to keep us on a clear, strong path of our Catholic doctrines.


yes


not really sure how to answer this one.  The world is so different now, and not really better.  there is so much hatred and prejudice 
and racism.  We need some stability and in my opinion , that would be my church.


I feel yes


It could if it would stop sending out mixed messages and confusion.  There is nothing new, we have had the moral law for over two 
thousand years.  Stop trying to appease people in power and follow what Christ has given us through the Church.

The Authority of the Church seems to be a little wishy washy! The Authority is not standing for the truth of what IS the Truth! The 
Authority is buckling under peer pressure! The Authority is trying to make us a one world religion that is taking away what we as 
Roman Catholics believe! The Authority is making US a one size fits all!  This is not true! We are the first Church; other churches 
broke away because they didn't want to follow the rules. The Authority and all those under the authority need to listen to what the 
Body of the Church want not what they think we need!


No


No.


The church appears to have given its authority over to the state, so no.  In it's attempt to not offend anyone, it has offended just 
about everyone.  


yes


yes


Yes, the father, son and holy spirit…help to guide us on our path, and in today’s world we need this trinity…I do feel that the 
authority of the church is appropriate.


The Churches authority does not change with the times. However, its ability to exercise that authority does based on the 
inclinations of its leadership. When you have a huge amount of faithless, feminized, clergy, you will have no positive influence in the 
world. If you want to know the state of the Church, look at the state of the world. Until the current crop of faithless bishops and 
priests dies off and is replaced with faithful, courageous, masculine, priests, nothing much will change. Sorry to be so blunt, but 
that is just the way I see it. https://www.catholicgentlemansguide.com/catholic-masculinity-explained/


No


No. Need to lead, not follow. 


Sometimes yes, sometimes no.


Yes - we need to move "back" and restore the Church's traditional authority


I see many in the authority of the Church that are commited to finding solutions for those around them. Open hearts, study & 
prayer to find the next steps to deal with the changing situations across the world. So, yes and not yet, is my answer.... but 
improving.


We need reasonable strong guidelines in today's lax morality


Yes.  It is needed to educate the world about the reality of life in an age of relativism.


I believe that the Pope on down to the priests do not have a good understanding of the average household living.


yes
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Yes it is.  The Church is the only moral guidance we have  available since society itself seems to be in a free fall of dong whatever it 
wants to do.


Yes, as much, or more, than ever.


I would not call it authority first of all. I hope we come from a  loving and serving place. again authority dictates. we do need laws 
and practices as Jesus calls us to receive Him in the Eucharist and mass and the overall reaching of laws that help people to grow 
however we all come from different walks of life and needs are different. We need the overall umbrella of the church and lest us not 
forget we are human and make mistakes and forgiveness reigns.Let us never lose our church and also let us never lose another 
person to love.


Yes.  Do not dilute or compromise the teachings and practices of the Universal Church.


Yes, I believe so


The current Pope should not be sharing personal  political thoughts


Yes 


The authority of the Church is essential.  At the local, parish level, the priests have become too soft in their messages. The Church 
possesses the truth.  The possession of the truth is not the same as having answers.  We need help in evaluating the complexity of 
social justice and the concrete demands of the Gospel. 


Yes, I believe the Church should voice their opinions, and encourage members to have a civilized conversation


It seems inappropriate when the Pope is telling us all to take vaccines.  How is this religious? Vaccines are a chemical. We should 
be focusing on God and praying more.


Pope Francis had a lot of controversial discussion, but I believe his new approach may be what we need, allowing the world to 
openly discuss these controversial discussions so as to expose the church with problems that otherwise would have been kept 
hidden.


yes


It does to me. It seems as relevant as ever.  People just don't want to as usual.  Its an inconvenient discipline that requires 
sacrifice. It also is often at odds with a modern culture that places high value on materialism, pride and personal advancement.


Somewhat, but is the church addressing the concerns for the lay voices.


"The Church teachings are from Christ himself as given to St Peter as guidance for the Church and her People. This question is 
important, but a difficult one to answer(finding the words) We need to be very careful messing with Gods wishes for our Church. I 
am not knowledgeable about the doctrine and wording. However, this is an area for Satan to have a heyday. We are not of this 
world, and we are supposed to focus on our eternal life with Christ. Our sinful society tells us to do what we want and don't worry 
about it. I have had a rude awakening and know for a fact that not only is Satan real and present, but God is also very real and very 
present. Once you have had an awakening, you can no longer make excuses. It is through Gods grace that we see these things 
and if we are not paying attention, we can miss it. God in my experience is gentle and quiet.( I thought that he might send signs 
through earth quakes etc) one must be listening. Do I think we could look at or review Church authority? Yes and make sure we are 
using it as God intended, not as humans think. But do I think we should do away with it?  Absolutely not”


The teaching of our church was and is always true.


Yes


As currently practiced, yes.


Not always. Such as the case of the Seattle diocese trying to make decisions for our small town churches.


The authority should not change nor give in to the worldly conditions that exist.  We need to keep our foundations in the Word of 
God.


Yes


Now more than ever.
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On an international basis, the Church seems to have lost much of its authority compared to years gone by.  I see this as a rise in 
Modernism world-wide.  That is, the Virgin Mary's prediction at Fatima that the "errors of Russia," ie, Marxism, would encircle the 
globe have come true.   


Not really.  If you watch celebrations on TV in Rome, all you see is a sea of men in robes, no disrespect intended.


It's appropriate, it just isn't appreciated


No


Yes!


Sure


Q22 How do you perceive the Church's teachings in Morality? 
stronger stance against the abortion issue as to why and provide vivid examples as to aborted fetuses so people see what is truly 
happening in an abortion at different stages of development!  It is gross and non-human, but it IS REALITY!


"Way too much rigidity, almost self-righteousness on both extremes, right and left (and who would deny the huge split, bordering 
on schism, that has developed). I think there is a middle ground, not necessarily of compromised values, but of humble re-
examination, based at least somewhat on emerging understanding of human needs and development.

I don't know what's behind the explosion of all this gender confusion and "diversity", but being too quick to condemn, without 
understanding what's driving it (Satan, biological/hormonal changes, long term responses to increasing population densities, plain 
old sinful human nature?) is probably not the way to proceed."


I perceive a not insignificant number of people within the Church today trying to upend the eternal teachings of the Holy Scriptures 
and Magisterium of the Church.  Want the Church to hold firm as our Lord commanded us to do until He returns again in glory


The church in its doctrine is great however the way the church scandals have been dealt with were not Catholic in their actions and 
appears that the pope is using some of those who moved their problems around are now in authorative positions today. 


We need to spend more time bringing in and lifting up the weak and sinful rather than casting them out and saying they can not 
fully take part in the mass.


The Church lost some of its moral authority when they covered up abuse by Bishops and even a Cardinal.  However, it seems that 
they are afraid to talk about morality and moral issues, i.e. birth control, homosexuality, receiving communion while supporting 
abortion, etc. for fear of people leaving the church.  People don't like being told what to do or believe.  Faith and relationship with 
God will open hearts to the Church's teachings.


Getting past the sexual abuse scandal has made our church an easy target for cries of hypocrisy. I think our church is slowly being 
recognized again as a moral compass


Not Strong enough.


"While catholics believe that the strict morality of the church helps followers live in compliance with God's will and attain salvation 
in heaven, every member of the Catholic Church from the laity to the clergy should adhere to that moral standard. However, I 
believe that breaking away from that moral standard, does not give me the right to judge them, if their behavior did not hurt any 
other human being;   NOR does it give me the right to  determine what their spiritual punishment should be, that ultimately lies 
between their creator and them."


"Necessary, including greater evangelism, greater social media presence. I believe the Church must get much more active in the 
business community, on social media, etc.   It is a lot to ask everybody to be a star in their home environment.  But a few more 
musicians, young people, attracting other young people might be helpful.  A link must be created to the local high school.   I am 
amazed there is not one Catholic High School in the neighborhood, yet so many young people.  Kids need a center to keep them 
busy, give them interesting activities, with morally responsible and knowledgeable adults."

I am worried that we are not speaking out as we should. We can love everyone and still speak out against certain behaviors and 
lifestyles.


okay
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I don't think these teachings have changed much over the years , but I have lived with them for 71 years so am used to it.  I think 
the younger generation may have trouble with some of it, but that generation's thinking is so different than mine .  But I don't think 
the church should just change it's teachings just because a few don't happen to like what the church thinks. These teachings are 
there for us to try to get closer to the Lord,


I think the church is unclear and stumbling and afraid to speak out on these moral issues, afraid they may drive people away from 
the church.


The Church has softened it views and is now saying all are welcome, but not saying what some are practicing is WRONG!


Good if followed


"Can’t answer properly in this survey, it’s too complicated a question. But I like to read how Jesus treated people in the Bible. 
Some laws are absolute; abortion for example. But some of the restrictions against divorced people are ridiculous, especially if 
abuse was involved. The Eucharistic shouldn’t be held back from those who are faithful but divorced.”


I haven't heard the church teach morality in years.  We have priests that marry gay couples and couples that have renounced their 
catholic faith by being baptized in other religions.   We have priests telling fallen away Catholics it's OK to receive holy communion 
if you "still believe this is the Body of Christ" even though they haven't been to mass or confession in years.  You have Priest 
saying its Ok to receive communion if you are an open advocate for abortion and other issues that are in direct conflict with the 
church's teachings.  


agree


outdated


Morality is personal…some of the teachings are not right for today’s world, such as people who are gay, they didn’t choose this life 
style, they we’re born into it, God the creator created us all. 


the Churches teachings on morality are truth. God does not change. The world needs the Churches moral teaching. Look around. 
What a mess it all is. Only God can fix things now. It is beyond human intervention. The unspeakable things that are being done to 
children in the womb and outside the womb are beyond any human words. The things I have seen, can never be unseen. How God 
holds back His wrath is amazing. That being said, the Church has lost all of its ability to influence the culture in the area of moral 
because it allowed homosexuals to run wild in the parishes. One homosexual bishop after another covering for homosexual 
priests. It was not and is a pedophilia issue within the church, it was homosexual issue. The incidents were mostly between priests 
and post pubescent males. Theodore McCarrick is  the perfect example of the problem, to this day, within the ranks of the clergy.


I am concerned that the strong stance to show LGBQ couples on most prime time shows will confuse our youth. We as a society 
are being taught through these images that that live style is ok. Not just a rarity.  We need a youth group to discuss our values. And 
counterattack what the kids see every day. 


Weakening and lacking dissemination. 


Could be stronger.


"I don't think the teachings are wrong, but I do think they are one reason our teenagers and younger adults fall away from the 
church. I think we are falling way behind when it comes to dignity of life.”


We have 2000 years of teaching to rely on and confusion should not be created by calling it into question so as to avoid offending 
someone or creating a perception of a welcoming environment - do not compromise


Well intentioned, but come across as not even handed if the Church does not take responsibility for the misbehavior of those in 
service who violate those teachings.  The Church should have polices, procedures & services in place & take steps in a timely 
manner when people within the Church report misbehavior and criminal acts.


Solid.  Grounded in faith & reality.


What ever they are teaching doesn’t go far enough.   Treat your neighbor as you want to be treated.  Regardless of what color, 
religion, race or creed.!


I am somewhat confused and would like some adult education and clarification on the rules.


Not sure exactly what they are anymore.
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I was raised with these teachings and find them a good bedrock for my life.


They need to do a little of their own house cleaning 


Solidarity in Christ and with one another is the only acceptable way to live our lives.  As the old saying goes, "Hold their feet to the 
fire."


They have not changed as far as I can tell and that is good. 


I have nothing wrong with the teachings on morality.


I agree with the Church


I think it often does a faithful job teaching the Christian bar of values.  Where it falls short is dealing with things from the past. Like 
pedophile priests and children in unmarked graves.  It grieves me to see the children being found in unmarked graves in the old 
catholic schools native children were forced to attend.  They seem to be finding them everywhere they look.  Didn't those children 
have baptism? Didn't many have first communion? What could possess Catholics to dump Catholic children in unmarked graves? 
I would like to see the Church reaching out proactively on this issue to encourage healing.  The "talk to the hand" stuff until forced 
to do otherwise is a dishonest approach and I hope the Church learned its lesson with the pedophiles on that. That is NOT how 
this issue should be handled in my opinion.


Good


"The Church's teaching on Morality should be the same as Christ's.  I will pray for those who think they know better than God. We 
must always look at the 10 Commandments, they are not suggestions. The origin of all other Churches are founded on people who 
didn't want to follow Christ's teachings given to St Peter. Unfortunately, man is weak and sinful and evil fell on certain individuals 
who caused great harm and damage to the structure of the early Church. Pride, Ego, Selfishness and Self-Centeredness which are 
the root of all sin along with others. Only God can tell us who should live and die. Many people people are given graces to prepare 
them for the rewards of Heaven. Why would anyone want to take Gods grace from someone? Is it always easy to watch? No Is it 
necessary for salvation? Yes”


True and good!


Good


Very honorable. I hope the teachings do not evolve to suit the social and political landscape we currently have.


The Church's teachings in morality need to be aligned with the Bible and not give into current worldly trends


Just fine


Based on the bible and the magisterium. It's very good. But we need to do better at loving those different from us. Different 
religion, different race, different sexuality. It can't be us verses them. We are all God's children.


Wavering, at best. We seem to be on the verge of giving in to Modernism and going along with the great sexual revolution started 
back in the 1960's.  Do not go along with the German Bishops!  They would lead us into becoming another Protestant 
denomination instead of our true identity as the Church as founded by Jesus Himself. Remain true to Catholic doctrine!  From the 
pulpit, we need to forcefully profess the evils of abortion, euthanasia, sexual deviances, etc.  Our priest needs to support 40 Days 
for Life and even participate.


Good, focus on the ten commandments.


I think the church's focus on the abortion issue should be more on 'adoption first' and that right to life includes access to health 
care, housing and food security.


Do they still teach morality?


Great.  People are amoral these days


Good
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Q23 What should the Church do to help deal with the limited amount of available 
priests? 
Allow more deacons to be more active in church activities!


"Consider and be open to: 

1. Married priests (with all the challenges that would entail) ala Eastern rite churches.

2. Optional celebacy, perhaps even release from vows of celebacy in order to marry.

3. Women priests

4. More deacons

5. Lay administration of parishes

6. More deacons

7. Shortened seminary/formation periods for priests and deacons

8. Relaxed entry requirements for priests - the smartest don't necessarily make the best pastors.

9. Continue to rely on "foreign" missionaries to fill the gaps (I personally don't like this; maybe necessary?)"


Perhaps more Deacons and the Laity taking on more of the teaching/preaching(but under the authority of the Pastor and local 
Bishop)


Evangelize our youth and adults and pray weekly for vocations. While visiting another church they had a cross and vocations 
prayer that they would send out with a young child to commit to prayer for the week. Seemed like a great way to get our youth 
involved in our vocations to the priesthood and other vocations such as Nuns and Deacons.


Broaden the pool by allowing priests to be married.


"Priests should offer Mass and sacraments, bible studies, Benediction, and spiritual activities. The laity should run the day to day 
workings of the Church.  That takes money.”


Open our doors to married priests and female priests. Limiting our priesthood is going slowing killing our church 


Sponsor and Guide more candidates in this field of education.


"One must remember that priestly celibacy is rooted in tradition, not Catholic dogma so the fact that they would be allowed to 
marry could be changed without breaking a dogma. Historically, Roman Catholic priests have been allowed to get married for 
longer than they have not. Another point is that we need to consider the issue of taking candidates straight from high school that 
leads to sexually immature people pastoring their flocks."


"I believe that married men who have a calling to the life of the priesthood should be allowed to become "Associate" Deacons.  
These persons have much to share with the members of their parish.  I believe many problems associated with celibacy might be 
alleviated.  The priesthood itself is to remain celibate, as are the higher Holy Orders. Women who are trained in religion and 
spirituality and who are exemplar members of the church ought to have a greater role.  Again, a much greater outreach to youth is 
essential.”


There is an obvious need to have parish communities volunteer to help with many of the needs but having a priest is most 
essential.


allow married Priests... Marriage is a sacrament not a sin.  The other churches have married pastors and do just fine ,   DO NOT 
have women priests


I wish I had the answer to this.  Too many churches and not enough priests.  So many retired priests are asked to fill in and then 
some that are retired are not.  Being a priest is a difficult job and not many want to do it.  I think it would be very rewarding but 
then, I am a woman and not eligible.  And I really am not comfortable with a woman priest.  Too many years with only seeing 
males.  


maybe see if rertired priests may want to serve as needed and if they wish to


Get back to the fundamentals of the Catholic Religion and the priests will follow.


Back in the day, there was a lot of Priests, now there is a shortage. What happened? Our faith has not changed it is the same. Our 
culture has changed, and propaganda has made the life of a priest not as attractive.  Perhaps we need to look back in History and 
see what attracted men to the priesthood and focus on resurrecting those principles
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"Let priests  who want to be in the traditional roles choose that and Priests who would like to be married be married! Priests who 
are family men could bring so much more understanding, compassion and common sense to our parishes. They’d  understand 
family life more, and bring more joy and enthusiasm to others , from receiving the sacraments and education to empathy to others 
situations. “


Each parish should hire an administrator to handle the finances, maintenance, buildings, offices etc.   Priests, especially since they 
move around a lot, should not be burdened with this or other day to day non-spiritual activities.  They should be able to devote 
their entire time to ministering to the people and not handling their money.  It seems like money issues are way more important 
than faith is anymore.  


its not your fault I understand its so hard just in my opinion keep doing what your doing. Until hopefully more priests come in. 


allow married priests


Allow deacons to be more proactive.. allow priests to marry.. 


Fast and pray in reparation for all the sins committed by the clergy, religious, and the laity.  Honestly, there is nothing appealing 
about being a priest to young men today.  Men need to learn and embrace authentic masculinity. Until that is regained in the 
priesthood and on display at the parish level, there will continue to be a priest shortage. Catholics need to stop contracepting and 
start having larger families. They need to live an authentic Catholic life. They need to encourage vocations in the home; not force 
them, encourage them.  Families need to learn their faith and demand that it be taught in the parishes; not the water-downed 
protestantized version.  Pray, pray, pray. https://www.catholicgentlemansguide.com/catholic-masculinity-explained/


Continue to encourage.  Consider married priests in small communities. 


More and better recruitment. 


Pray


There is only so much a priest can do and parishioners seem to think they should always be available but realistically there needs 
to be more lay people involved in the parish.   Our parish has retired priest come in when available and it is nice to meet new priest 
and hear others preach.


Focus on children and parents stressing their Holy obligations


Educate, train and promote use of Deacons or the equivalent to help bridge the gap. Women also - they have been in leadership 
roles in our community and doing very well for generations.   Continue to promote service in the Church.


"Allow more lay men to become Deacon’s. Support them in that endeavor. After an extended period of time as a Deacon allow 
them to become Priests, even if they are married.”


"The Church should allow the priests to marry or not, their choice.. The Church should also allow Women to become Priests, or 
not,  their choice! The Male Priests or the Female Nuns have little knowledge of counseling married couples who have marital 
problems.  They only remember what went on in their young life living with their parents."


Not sure - allow the deacons or trained lay people to do more "priest" duties?  Maybe.  


Pray and make sure that we are giving priests time to regenerate as any other job as well. We need them and they need care for 
themselves as well as we expect them to have masses daily as well as all the other jobs they do that we are not always aware of.


Possibly allowing priests to marry and have families, or having married clergy act as a priest assistant, such as in comparison to a 
physicians assistant 


Once what was a Godly profession has been tainted by all the scandals of pedophile Priests so unfortunately many who would 
have considered the Priesthood backed away


Let priest marry 


By all means DO NOT CLOSE PARISHES.  The faithful can hold Communion Services if push comes to shove.  In addition to 
encouraging vocations (priests, deacons, sisters), encourage young adults to pursue careers that service parishes.  Spread the 
work load to the laity through proper training and education.


"They should encourage Catholic married men to join  the priesthood. We should also take advantage of the retired Priests, that 
are still able, and welcome them into our churches to say Mass.”
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"Allow priests to serve a set number of years and then opt out. Like the military, re-up or get out honorably.”


Uncertain 


We should call for vocations more often, gear it towards our youth more effectively by showing exactly how the process works and 
how it can be a call to help people, communities, and be honest that we need more priests.


Allow women into the priesthood.


Open the profession up to more people.  Particularly women and married men.  Or expand the roles of Deacons. 


Women priests, more diaconate ministry, allowing priest to be married.


We need more Deacons in our Churches. Holy men who want to serve God and have families (older families or grown) can be a 
great source of help As our Church heals and grows, we can have our needs met, people just need to understand that we all make 
up the Church and without supporting each other we will not have a Church. Every person matters.


Encourage parents and people to discern religious life for their children or themselves.


I don’t know.


Encourage priesthood but also adjust the church services workload as priests may often serve multiple parishes.


That's a hard question. I understand why married priests have been so rare in the past but maybe we should consider this. In this 
day and age, can a woman be considered? 


Pray for God's help in this situation


Imagine our Masses without the girl alter servers. We need licit, celibate women priests. This alone would revitalize the Catholic 
church throughout the world and there's zero reason a woman cannot celebrate the Mass.


"Women. Maybe Married Men, but devotion to their "job" is critical. Being married definitely is a different commitment.”


Rejuvinate evangelization, of course.  But also, eliminate all homosexualism from our seminaries and return to orthodoxy.


Focus on more Deacons and Nuns would be helpful to promote such programs.


Build more Catholic High Schools so they don't let 8th through 12th graders leave the Church for school.


Don't know - many social problems


Allow them to get married


Q24 What is your perception of parish finances? 
We are in a Truly TERRIBLE financial position at St. Joseph church, just look at our red figures in each Sunday bulletin!


It's hard to know for sure. Based on the weekly bulletin contributions, I'd say we're in a mess. We may be looking at bankruptcy if 
this continues. The congregation needs to be told exactly where we're at - financial transparency, including salaries (to see if they 
are at all fair or just). 


I perceive St Joseph's Parish is careful with the tithes and offerings of its parishioners


No idea as we only see what is the incoming totals for weekly donations. We have not seen a strategic plan broke out by year and 
operating budget. It seems like people will give if they know the strategic plan and vision for the Church. It seems we are just 
maintaining what we have and anything extra is acquired by individual campaigns.


The parish finances are fine and if they aren’t the parish owns plenty of adjacent property that is not being used and could easily 
be sold.


We are in trouble.  We need to give more and the diocese needs to trim their charge to us.  Perhaps if more people gave 
electronically it would be a steadier income.
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I think there is room for improvement. I’m amazed at the number of parishioners that either ignore the offering basket or toss in a 
few coins or a dollar. Too few are covering the parish


I know that churches are exempt from Fed Audits. But there needs to be more transparency required of the usage of the donations 
given by hard-working individuals.   Each parish  should be required to provide detailed Monthly and Annual year-end financial 
reports to its church members.  In addition all ongoing church programs i.e. Outreach, church guilds that are supported by the 
parish should also provide aforementioned financial reports.   


"Our local parish seems to be somewhat under the weather financially.  Perhaps as people return to the Church following the 
pandemic the parish will become more solvent.  A roof or some other major repair could be catastrophic. I believe the Church must 
get much more active in the business community, on social media, etc.   It is a lot to ask everybody to be a star in their home 
environment.  But a few more musicians, young people, attracting other young people might be helpful.  A link must be created to 
the local high school.   I am amazed there is not one Catholic High School in the neighborhood, yet so many young people.  Kids 
need a center to keep them busy, give them interesting activities, with morally responsible and knowledgeable adults."


We are not receiving the weekly donations that we used to.  The Archdiocese needs to let us help recover our financial health by 
acknowledging and accepting that we greatly need to use all finances to heal our own parishes.


have none  


I can see from the bulletin that we have a problem with income.  I know having the church closed down for so long was a real 
contributing factor  and I don't think a lot of people thought to give to the church anyway.  I hope it will come back soon but I am 
not sure how to go about doing that.  It seems to me , that we don't get a lot of info on the finances of the church except for 
maybe a once a year report.  

I don,t know much about  the finances but I am sorry to see how much debt we seem to have

I think we are a very lucky church in that in these bad times we are not burdened with a huge debt.  We do have assets in property 
that could be sold to finance things like youth ministry.  If we do not have the youth to take over what is the sense of owning all this 
property.


The question is Why are people not tithing? Once again it is education. There needs to be education from the pulpit as to why it is 
important to give back to the Lord. there are plenty of Scripture passages that tell us how important it is to tithe. Many of our 
younger people need to be reminded about this gently. 


Don't hear much about them


Not informed enough to answer. 


It should be done by an administrator and not the priest.


I give when I can but money is tight for a lot of us and sadly the pandemic caused that too, but we will lean on the lord and keep 
giving when we can.  


too many requests for contributions


I have no perception, as I am not part of the daily going's on.


"I am sure with Covid there has been a loss of revenue. I know that the parish has always worked hard on using the money given in 
a responsible manner.”


I do not know enough to comment. 


Lacking knowledge. 


We are in need of people coming back to church and helping with support.


We don't ever seem to get ahead with the church collections.  Nowadays I don't think people consider their church donations as 
much of a priority.


I see local efforts to use resourses wisely.  I am new to the area I have only heard about past lapses in finanical management in the 
state. This makes me hesitate to support some of the larger projects at that level.


We see from the bulletin that we are falling behind the funding the parishes need in their budget


I know that our Parish is having problems meeting payroll every week.  Don’t have a recommendation to solve the problem..
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I believe the parish is like a household budget.  I feel in these economic times and the general age of our parishioners we are 
struggling. 


That we are not bringing in enough money to remain financially sound.  That contributions are way down at all three churches and 
that many people do not donate at all - they see no reason to do so or obligation on their part.  Sad.


"I see that our parishes are low on finances and it has been noted in the past when our parish does not like a priest they will hold 
back on finances. right now i hope it is due to covid which i choose to believe because we love Fr Thumbi. 

Also after the sex abuse crisis it seems like we have so many asks for more money for more things that i do not remember from 
before. it seems they are trying to make up for the money we payed to victims that our church violated. so sad and tragic. Thank 
you to all who worked on this project. hope i am not offending anyone."


I am assuming that during the pandemic the churches revenues have dropped considerably. 


Too many hands out asking for contributions beyond what is pledged. For some they are on limited income and it feels as if they 
are being badgered into contributing more. Quit spending funds on flashy inserts and instead use that cost towards donations.  


Lacking 


All parishioners should receive a breakdown of the parish budget for each of thee parishes.  A letter should accompany this budget 
that explains it is the parishioners that are responsible for funding the budget.  If budget needs are not met, then services have to 
be cut ... but do NOT close parishes.  Quote Jesus regarding tithing.  Be frank.  Personally, it is absolutely inconceivable how the 
bulletin can show a negative balance week after week for each of the three parishes, yet the parishioners are not deeply concerned 
and moved to correct the situation.


I know we all have expenses, but we should be encouraged to give what we can, when we can.  The church has to understand, 
that we give to other Christian organizations.


"People need to be reminded that just like a personal budget, the church has monthly operating costs.

People also want to see visible proof of what their money goes for. “


Breakeven ?


I have no problem with parish finances as our parish is always very generous, however talking about them during mass other than 
within the announcements at the end seems to take away from the authenticity of mass with Christ being the centerpoint.


They have declined because of the times. Myself included due to financial striff,


Always in need. There is never enough money to do everything that need to be done.


It seem's like they are fine to me but I don't really pay much attention to that.


Vague but seems to be suffering. 


"There are so many special collections it feels overwhelming. Unfortunately, only certain people contribute. I don't know how other 
Churches address the 10% guideline requirement, but many people are greedy, and only they know who they are, but in a world 
full of materialism, we sadly, (as I was and can still be) are focused on things which only lead to sin. Sin is so easy, self denial is so 
hard. God Bless Each and Every Person involved in this survey in any way”


Things are tight…


Only what I see in the bulletin.


No reason or sense for concern. I do my part to help contribute and feel the funds are spent appropriately.


I check the bulletin to see how much in coming in and going out and where we stand overall in the projected budget. That's all I 
know. 


It sorrow me to see the giving in the red.  I wish people trusted God more; He will provide for us.


The pandemic made much worse an already difficult situation.
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“Dire.  But also, I feel like they are potentially not managed well. I think a budget conscious person could slash a lot of very 
unnecessary expenses - but that is impression, not fact.”


Going downhill as we lose parishioners. 


Probably very poor with Covid, hence the reason behind this survey?


needs more money


In the red I guess


ok


Not sure - guess OK
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